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ABSTRACT

This thesisprpvides phenomenological interpretations of Keats's odes.
I

The numerous paradotes evoked in the odes reflect Keats's vacillation between
I •

.immediate, beautiful ppenomena and a philosophical acknowledgement of their
.,

• • I

evanescence. This du1. perception is also apparent in his attitude to art,

which is seen as either rn illusory distortion of the actual world, or a medium

through which'one tra~lscends oneis temporality and participates in the

immortal realm.

The theoretiJal introduction briefly outlines the history of
,

phenomenology and t~e schools of literary criticism it has influenced. Most
I

important to my analY~iS are the workof Hans-Georg Gadamer, whose

philosophical hermene~tics suggests that interpretation in the humanities must
I

evolve from our knowlFdge of tradition rather than from scientific method, and
I

of Wolfgang Iser, whose reader-response theory of literature stresses the role
I

of individual readers irl formulating a textUs meaning.
I

With one section of the central chapter devoted to each of the poems,

I apply phenomenologkal concepts to the odes which elucidate Keats's use of
I

paradox, his view of th~ relation between time and space, and his theory of
I

the development of th~ self through its experience with the world of
I

phenomena. The co1l9ctive speakers in the odes move towards a broader
I !

perspective, being inc*asingly able to balance their appreciation 9f ephemeral

beauty with a trans~en~ent acceptance: of human limitation; in ~he same way,

iii



the reader gains self-awareness in achieving a balance between her personal

disposition and the meaning emitted by the text.

It is remarkable that few critics have interpreted Keats's odes from a

phenomenological perspective, which encourages an open-minded attitude to the

world without denying more transcendent, spiritual truths, both aspects central

to these poems. A stu.dy of the odes must not seek to explain contradictions,

but to accept them as fundamental paradoxes of experiential life.
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INTRODUCTION

As Karl Kro¢ber has pointed out, "True Romantic art is an act of

participation in the ph~nomenalprocess it represents" (304). He "hesitate[s] to

call the Romantics ph<lmomenolcgists,1I but claims ''It seems wiser, and simpler,

to say that their poetry is of how tbJngs happen" (304). However, applying

some phenomenologiqal concepts to Romantic poetry certainly elucidates the

poets' attitudes towarqs the working of the mind, our means of experiencing

the world, and the poe~ic process whereby experience is transformed, or

recreated, in thought ~nd language. John Keats's odes reflect a concern with

these aspects of phendmenology; Kea1ts seems torn between an experiential

approach to life, the vilew that "axioms in philosophy are not axioms until they

are proved upon our p~lses" (Letters 1: 279), and a rational approach, his

belief that "An extensi~e knowledge is needful to thinking people--it takes

away the heat and fever; and helps, by widening speculation, to ease the

Burden of the Mystery" (Letters 1: 277). He concludes that "Every department

of knowledge we see e~cellent and calculated towards a great whole" (Letters

1: 277)--thus, complet~ experience and knowledge must include both the senses

and the mh"'1d. Keats's poetry, then, is parallel to the philosophy of
I

phenomenology: both ~ttempt to reconcile the two spheres of experience,
I

uniting intense self-reflection with an openness to sensed phenomena.
,

The speakeni in Keats's odes often perceive contradictory elements in

their world, and in att~mpting to reconcile these contradictions through self

examination, they achibve a broader, more holistic view of human life. The
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constant tension in the odes between feeling and thought, between the

speaker's present app~eciationof actuality and his more philosophical
I

awareness of temporap.ty and limitation, results in numerous paradoxes. For
I

instance, in the "Ode tp a Nightingale," the speaker's wish for death causes

both a heightened aw~renessof the senses and the annihilation of his identity;

the arrested motion o~ the figures on the Grecian Urn indicates that they

exist in a state of both !being and becoming; in 'To Autumn," the ripeness of

the fruits and flowers ljD.erges with their inevitable decay. Keats's simultaneous

evocation of object anti subject, beauty and truth, awareness and annihilation,

ripening and decay, joy and melancholly, suggests his acceptance' of those

paradoxes which arise !naturally in human life. The numerous contradictions

which characterize the! odes are not troublesome; rather, they are to be

accepted as fundamen~a1 reflections of the human condition.

Keats's vacillation between a full acceptance of evanescent, sensed

experience and a morer transcendent perspective is typical of a

phenomenological approach to life. 'Volfgang Iser's reception theory of

reading, like Hans-Ge~rg Gadamer's philosophical hermeneutics, evokes

paradoxes similar to t~ose which arise in Keats's odes; both systems of thought

are based on a dialecti~al process whic:h seeks to reconcile opposing factors by

looking for similarities!between them, without obliterating the identity of the

individual parts. App~oachingKeats's odes with such phenomenological theories

in mind leads to a fuller understanding of the universal contradictions evoked

in the odes; in perforniing a dialectical act on these paradoxes, the reader

experiences an expans~onof consciousness and self-awareness parallel to-..,

sometimes greater thah--that of the speaker. It is surprising that very few

critics have attempted ~to study Keats's work from this perspective, given that



it corresponds closely, lit seems, with Keats's own approach to life. A

summary of phenome:nological thought, and of the branch of literary criticism

it has fostered, is a neqessary introduction to this analysis of the Great Odes.

Phenomendlogy is grounded in the writings of Edmund Husserl, who

tried to establish certafnty in his philosophy by examining only immanent,
,

essential phenomena. IHusserl adopts the Kantian distinction between two
,

different types of knmrledge: "For Kant the immanent is experiential as

opposed to non-experiential or transcendent" (Runes 141). Subject and object_..__._-_._--
are inseparabl~jgJ:!"l1slserl'sphenomenology, since in perception, there is no

_ .• ,~ .,. __., ~_"_._.u _.. ,_·_" ·,·~ -'~",~ • ._, .~_.•_.,.~._.__.,...•••• -.'.,•. -" , '----•.•~'-,.----"-•• " ,.".-•••-,.,.-.. ,., - "., ~ _,__ __..~'----_.•... _, ••• _ '''__

object without a subject and no subject without an object. Therefore, there is
_.-_...•-." ..~.- .." -~ _..~ '" -",,- .

.. ' .•~ _~' ••. , ••""_'~ " •.•• 0 .. ••• .-." ......~ ,.

no division between b~ing and meaning, or between the n:ti.J:1.~a:n.-~_~~.~.\\,~~~~.
_0 __• __~---'- • -- ~ •• -.~- --~ .-~.~ .-- --.~._. -~ ••-- .~.,.~.. " .• -.,---.,.~•. , ..,,_..• __ .- ,-,

....~~~ • _ • __ ~ M __"_~"'-

Husser! introduces thel concept of the transcendental ego, whose

'putting out df play' of all positions taken towards the
already-given Objective world and, in the first place, all
existential p~sitions ... --or, as it is called, this
'phenomenolpgical epoche' and 'parenthesizing' of the
Objective wqrld-- ... does not leave us confronting nothing.
On the contrl:1ry we gain poss.ession of something by it; and
what ... I acq-JIire by it is my pure living, with all the pure
subjective processes making this up. (20)

The act of epoche allo}vs the self to be fused, through empathy, with the---- -----_·_---_····__·1- ---.----.--.-::--- - _..
objects it perceives in the external world.------;-----_.......""...

When applie~ to aesthetics and to the grasping of literary texts,

Husserl's phenomenology suggests that the interpreter ought to read the text

in an immanent way, bracketing all mental constructs which are not included
,

within it. The text is e1FPerienced as a whole which represen~s the author's

consciousness. In ord~r to interpret a text properly, the reader must attempt

to understand how the! author perceived reality. Aspects of the author's

lebenswelt, or life-wortd, are revealed through indications in the text. The

life-world is implicit a~d prior to all experience; according to Hussed, it is
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"constituted by transc~ndental subjectivity" (Weinsheimer 157). Hans-Georg

Gadamer, who sees the life-world as the context within which a new object is
,

understood, describes ~t more broadly as lithe world in which we live in the

natural attitude which jnever as such becomes objective for us but on the

contrary represents th~ pregiven ground of all experience ll (Truth 218). For

Gadamer, then, the otjject of reading is not to view various elements of the
,

text from an objective Iperspective, bU1t rather, to experience the text as a

whole entity, allowing ~ fusion to take place between the life-world of the

text and that of each reader.
I

In contrast, t~e phenomenological approach to literaturewhich grew
I

out of Husserl's system, of thought attempts to grasp objectively, through

epoche, the mode in which the author perceived his relation to the world--to

time, to space, to his o~rvn self, and to the events.he experienced. As Terry

Eagleton explains,

To seize these transcendental structures, to penetrate to the
very interior bf a writer's consciousness, phenomenological
criticism triesl to achieve a complete objectivity and
disinterestedness. It must purge itself of its own
predilectionsi plunge itself empathetically into the 'world' of
the work, anq reproduce as exactly and unbiasedly as possible
what it finds there. (59)

The reader plays a pas~ive role, rather than an active one, in interpreting the

text. Meaning is derived from the author's life-world and its recreation in the

text. Because of her1 <!:>penness, the reader is continually reborn when she
I

confronts a new text o~ a new experience. As the existential phenomenologist

Merleau-Ponty writes,'

Given a perpetually new natural and historical situation to
control, the plerceiving subject undergoes a continued birth; at

1Throughout the thesis, the reader will be called "she," and the
odes' speakers will b~ referred to as "he. 1I

,
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each instant ~t is something new. Every incarnate subject is
like an open hotebook in which we do not yet know what will
be written. ~6)

The view thaCt the critic must be open and passive in order to grasp
I

the author's intention, ~hat she must leave aside all cultural, historical and
i

biographical aspects of her own or the author's life, was adopted by the
,

Geneva School of criti~ism. Georges Poulet, for instance, writes that reading

"is the act in which the Isubjective principle which I call 1 is modified in such

a way that I no longer have the right, strictly speaking, to consider it as my

K' (57). The work fills the reader's consciousness, causing the reader to
~.-.- .i' ., _.. -'" ' - . , .' ... " .•' -,

suspencl1J.~.L9.wnint~.]J..h.Qrr~-,~~maining in a tranced state whereby her personal
., .,_. _.. i '-... '-. .... •

~~~~~~o/ is bracketed u*til the reading process is terminated. In suspending

her self, the reader constructs a new reading of the text, and, to some extent,

a new reading self, beclause she grasps the author's intention in her own

subjective way. Each ~eaderbrings the text into a living existence:
I

I ought not td hesitate to recognize that so long as it is
animated by this vital inbreathing inspired by the act of
reading, ~ wolrk of litej].turcll.Le_c_o~(atthe eKPense of tg~
~der'Yho£~.ife.it~..!:!§12ends).JL~rtof h~1.L9.~!!!gtth,!~jl
IS a mind co~ciQJ..!~.Qfitself and constituting itself in riiE as

the suo-ject -of its own oO]f£fs. (Poulet 59)
I

i

Poulet focus~s on the present moment of grasping the text. His
I

extremely self-reflectNe view of the reading process, in which the reading

subject allows the aesthetic object itself to become the subject, makes

objective meaning implossible. The act of reading transcends the objective

forms in the text, and slO, the newly-created subject--the wor~--remains

indefinable: "no objectl can any longer express it, no structure can any longer

define it; it is exposed in its ineffability and in its fundamental indeterminacy"

(68). Poulet's view cortesponds to the Romantic notion that the text is a
I

living, organic unit whith each reader exp1eriences in her own way. As
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Eichner explains, the ~omantics"exchanged the mechanistic assumptions

associated with moder~ science for an ,equally sweeping organicism" (15),
,

recognizing that "indivijduals can only grasp and reveal [higher] knowledge in
I

the light of their own i~dividualandunique perspectives" (19). However,

Poulet's claim that the kuthor's intention takes over, temporarily annhilating
I

the reader's subjectivitY, to a certain extent denies the individuality of readers
I ••

and contradicts his ow~ organic, open-ended view of the ~eaciingprocess..
I -

The reader isl constantly aware, as her subjectivity gives way to that

of the author, that the thoughts in her mind are not her own. The division

between the author's intention and the reader's grasping of this intention,
I

however, is profound. IThere is a delay between the time of the author's
I

creation of the text and the time of the re-birth of this creation in the
I
I

reader's consciousness.1 Subject and object do not join; rather, the literary
i

object engulfs the rea~ing subject. Since the dichotomy between subject and

object cannot be elimi~atedfully during reading, it seems unlikely that the

reader's consciousness IWOUld never become critical. Poulet's idealized vision
I

whereby criticism "neefs to annihilate, or at least momentarily to forget, the

objective elements of ~he work, and to elevate itself to the apprehension of a

subjectivity without oboectivity" (68) becomes impossible because of the ever

present division betwe6n author and reader. Moreover, despite its openness,
1

Poulet's theory is not altogether useful in terms of its contribution to literary
I

theory because it igno*s the fact that the text may include some dimensions
,

of meaning that the au~horhimself was not aware of, or that the work's

me~ningwill be altere~ somewhat by the historic~lp~rspectiveof the reader.
-. ·1· .. - . . .
: Poulet'!! viewlthat the reader's experience with the text is extremely

I •

I

personal and self-encl~sedis :derived from Husserl's phenomenology. But as
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i

instead of the transcenpental self, and so stresses the historicity of meaning

and experience. "Heidbgger's thesis was that being itself is time" (Gadamer,
I

Truth 228). All unders~anding, or grasping, is historical, that is, governed and

conditioned by the subject's position in history. Dasein encompasses both
I

subject and object, and this union is retlected in language. ~hile Husserl
,

~s that grasping~in~o1Y.esJUllJler~tandl!!K!heauthor'sJ!f<~-wor1d--tp~.!-,
i .

I

the meaning of a text i~ universal and fixed--Heidegg~~J~e~s~Q~t..e~~.h..I~ad.e1:----------,._--_.." - : --_ --- ..

has a temporalrelatiOrl to the text. For Heideggei, "We'must open ourselves
.-"--..-- :....- :-_ .._._.__ J.__._..-..----~ .._.__ ". . " _ " _.

. passively to the text,.su~rriittingourselves tt? its mysterious inexhaustible .
"~ ,,,,. •.•,~- r-'··",.,.········ .•.".,.- ".•.'. .,"-' ,- ".' .-,' '"." •.•.., .., " .,..,...-- --....

. being, al1o~ng ourselv~s to be interrogated by it" (Eagleton 64-65).

7
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Interpreting a text beclomes a more open activity, based on oners social and

historical horizons.

Hans-Georg IGadamer adopts Heidegger's view that literary texts

interrogate the readerl and her place ill the present. Unlike Husserl, who

believes in essential krlowledge, Gadamer claims that meaning is sequential and

bound to time. He does, however, reconstruct Husserl's position that "Every
I

experience has implicit horizons of before and after, and finally merges with

the continuum of the ~xperiencespresent in the before and after to form the

one flow of experience" (Truth 216). Gadamer adopts HusserI's notion of

horizon, which is the cbntext in which all phenomena are experienced,but he

moves beyond the subjectivity of the perceiver or the author that Husserl's

view of individual hori~ons implies. Gadamer concludes that, because of its

"before and after" horizons, the meaning of a text may be broader than the

author's conscious inte~tion. Thus,

When an int~rpreterpoints out this surplus [of meaning], [s]he
does not prote [her] superiority to the author. The surplus IS
in principle recognizable by the author himself, and the
interpreter nteans more than [s]he intends. [Her]
interpretation too has a horizon and is therefore open to
interpretation, to integration with the before and after.
(Weinsheimdr 157)

The horizons of experience, which reveal "a new dimension of investigation"

(Truth 216), are very significant for Gadamer. "The flow of experience has

the character of a univjersal'horizon consciousness,' out of which only

particulars are truly given as experiences" (217).

Gadamer's T~uth and Method postulates history as- an alternative to
I

I

scientific method. As David Linge notes in his Introduction to Philosophical
I

Hermeneutics, the hermeneutical task put forth by Gadamer is to bridge "the
I

gap between the familiar world in which we stand and the strange meaning

8



that resists assimilatio~ into the horizon of our world" (xii). To inter.

text, the reader must fj.Ise her familiar life-world with the horizon of '

object. Truth about tHe human sciences cannot be derived from scier _
-" ! • .R_••••__..__••_.__~··u.•.~ ..M__"_. ••__·-·---'~...---------•.- ••• -.",,"_

method, "Hence the h~man sciences are joined with modes of experience which
I' .'. ••••••,-~-,._..-~---'~',.~ ,•••.•. _." ••.._.~,."-,, "H"""'''~'' '-"'''n _,., •••••. ,. ' ...

lie outside scien~e: with the experiences of philosophy, of art, and of history
"_~_,_.",_,,,,,._.,_,,_._.,.• , •• , _ _4'~"""U_"_'"'' ,-,- ~ '" ..- ',.,'.- -""

itself" (Truth xii). Scidntific method is rejected because it lies beyond

historical traditio~: it'irf~ed';~d~nchanging, and so cannot ~~co~~odate the
••••. I .•

historical horizons whi~h serve as the basis for truth and interpretation in the--,------...._...........,........,.." ......".

human sciences.

Gadamer's differentiation between scientific method· and hermeneutic
I

I

interpretation can be seen as a reaffinnation of Romanticism, which is,
I

"perhaps predominan~ly, a desperate rearguard action against the spirit and the
I

implications of modem science" (Eichner 8). Eichner explains that
I

the Romantifs never wholly rejected reason, but they
dethroned it'l assigning it only the more medial services; to
Attain those truths.J.hat really' matter the}:Lelied~
g-rational f::;tdJJlties of the mind--unme..diate.d..il1£iglrt,."..
'enthusiasm,1'.intel1ectualin.tuitiP.n~aru:LtheJmagjnation.
(17)

Gadamer's desire to li~erate truth from the constraints of methodology and "to

seek that experience qf truth that transcends the sphere of the control of

scientific method" (Tr'4th xii) mirrors Keats's view that

, no great minist1ring reason sorts
Op.t the dark mysteries of human souls
TID clear conceiving: yet there ever rolls
Alvast idea before me, and I glean
Therefrom my liberty. ("Sleep and Poetry," 288-93)2

I

Just as Heid¢gger believes that ItI live humanly only by constantly

'projecting! myself fodvards, recognizing and realizing fresh possibilities of

2A11 quotations from Keats's poems are from The Poems of John
Keats, ed. Stillinger~
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being; I am never pur~ly identical with myself, so to speak, but a being always

already thrown forwatds in advance of myself" (Eagleton 63), so Gadamer

claims that the "const~nt process of new projection is the movement of

understanding and inttbrpretation'! (Truth 236). The goal of understanding is to

work out "appropriate projects, anticipatory in ~ature" (Truth 236); these

projects are confirmedi by the presence of the actual phenomena which we

perceive. However, Qadamer alters Heidegger's position somewhat: he believes

that the interpreter m1!lst not only focus on the fore-meanings revealed in the
I

text, but she must also I"examine explicitly the legitimacy, ie the origin and

validity, of the fore-meanings present within [her]" (Truth 237).

Meaning is npt arbitrary; nor is it fixed. "Understanding is

projection, and what i~ projects are expectations that precede the text"

(Weinsheimer 166). 'I1he text can only be understood if the reader has applied,

or projected, appropr*te prejudices. Gadamer defines a prejudice as "a

judgment that is given Ibefore all the eJlements that determine a situation have
,

been finally examined" (Truth 240). The concept of prejudices was largely

discredited during the iEnlightenment, when truth was based on reason and

objectivity; Enlightenment thinkers were themselves prejudiced against
I

prejudice. According 1:0 Gadamer, the interpreter's prejudices, rather than her

reasoned judgments, cpnstitute her historical being, because when "we

understand ourselves in a self-evident way in the family, society and state in

which we live" (Truth Z45), this understanding precedes and transcends self

awareness gained thro~gh experience and self-examination.: The historical
,

tradition one belongs tio always functions as a prejudice.

In interpretil1g a text, the reader must be open and "sensitive to the

text's quality of newneSs" (Truth 238); a fusion of horizons between the reader



and the text occurs. ::Hfowever, one's prejudices and one's historical position

are ineradicable, althdugh sometimes alterable, and to a certain extent define

one's interpretation off the text. Sensitivity to the text

involves neither 'neutrality' in the matter of the object nor in
the extinctioh of one's self, but the conscious assimilation of
one's own fore-meanings and prejudices. The important thing
is to be awar~ of one's own bias, so that the text may
present itsel~ in all its newness and thus be able to assert its
own truth ag~inst one's own fore-meanings. (Truth 238)

The text's truth, then, belongs to the interpreter as well as to the author.
I

The reader projects b~th herself, that is, her own potential for understanding,

and the text's possible Imeanings. If the reader reads passively, no meaning
I

will surface from the *xt. Poulet's view that the reader must suspend her

self as the work come~ to life in her is displaced by Gadamer's conception of

the reader as a necess~rily active participant who forms m~aning rather than

simply receiving it. A~ain, Gadamer's approach corresponds to that of the
I

Romantics, who, "as Islaiah Berlin put it, sought not to discover truth but to

invent it" (Eichner 17)f

For Gadamer, an objective reading takes place when the reader

confirms her prejudic~s--andthus her own being--rather than avoiding them.
I

An interpreter who is conscious of the hermeneutical situation, that is, "the

situation in which we f6d ourselves with regard to the tradition that we are

trying to understand" (!Truth 269), possesses an effective-historical

consciousness. This cdnsciousness permits the interpreter to perceive her place

in history, and to see hbrself and her present in relation to "everything
I .

contained in historicallconsciousness" (Truth 271). Our own past, and the
I

broad past of civilizatjf;m, shape and condition the present moving horizon, or
I

context, through whicB we experience phenomena; our effective-historical

11
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consciousness is what ~llows us to see how our past, and tradition in general,

make up our present 90nsciousness.

The reader rieads with openness, always prepared to revise or reject
I

her own prejudices. She synthesizes the text's meaning and her own
I

preconceptions, of wh~ch she becomes aware during the reading process. In
I

trying to understand a itext, the interpreter projects before herself "a meaning
I

for the text as a whole ias soon as some initial meaning emerges in the text"
I

I

(Truth 236). This initi~l meaning arise:s only because of the reader's particular

expectations about th~ text's meaning. liThe working out of this fore-project,

which is constantly re~sed in terms of what emerges as [s]he penetrates into

the meaning, is unders~anding what is there" (Truth 236). When there are

discrepancies betweenl the alien text and the reader's prejudices, the reader

revises her view of theimeaning of the whole so that it accommodates the new

aspect of the text. In tius way, art becomes a source of truth; "yet to

understand it correctlyi I must already have understood myself, and can do so

only through art" (Weipsheimer 98). These two paradoxes are manifestations of

the hermeneutic circ1e~ in which particulars are rendered intelligible when they

are seen in relation to the whole to which they belong. The numerous

instances of the hermeneutic circle whJlch arise in Truth and Method reflect

Gadamer's opposition to the application of scientific method to the humanities.

"The hermeneutic circ1~ is designed in part to replace the linear model of

inductive understandinlg, because the latter is inapplicable to the human

sciences" (Weinsheime~ 23). Though the hermeneutical openness vis-a.-vis the

text is refreshing in tha~ it allows for various contradictory readings of one

text, Eagleton points o~t that the hermeneutic circle fails to account for "the

possibility that literary Works may be diffuse, incomplete and internally



contradictory, though Ithere are many reasons to assume that they aretl (74).

Gadamer would perh~ps argue that the holistic view one has of a text is not

closed, but changing; the meaning of a literary text is always incomplete,

because it remains op~n to future readers, and yet whole, because the

convergence of a particular reader's prejudices with the emerging meaning of

the text constitutes a qomplete experience of the text.

Before leavi:p.g Gadamer to turn to Wolfgang Iser's reader-response

theory, it is important Ito outline briefly Gadamer's concept of art as play. In
I

order to know the tru~ of art, the subject/object dichotom~must be
I

dissolved, and then refonciled through interpretation. Putting forth a view
,

similar to that of Geo~gesPoulet, Gadlamer asserts that tiThe 'subject' of the
,

experience of art, thatI, which remains and endures, is not the subjectivity of
I

the person who experiFnces it, but the work itselftl (Truth 92). The artwork

itself is n~ither sUbjec~ nor object. Perceiving art is like playing; the

perceiver loses hersem and loses her relation to the world of serious purpose.
I

The game takes over, transcending the players' consciousness, and during this

time the subject (the player) no longer treats the game as an object. tilt is
I

part of play that the mpvement is not only without goal or purpose but also

without effort. It haPBens, as it were, by itselffl (Truth 94). The player is

not passive--she choos~s what game to play, and takes up an attitude towards

it. Playing is a task an~, tlin spending oneself on the task of the game, one

is, in fact, playing ones~lf outtl (Truth 97). The player is limited by rules, or

finite limits. However~ according to Gadamer's logic, each time a game is

played, it is played diffbrently; paradoxically, the player enjoys free play
I

despite her being guid~d by rules. Misunderstanding arises only if the player
I

plays the wrong game ~ltogether, or fails to follow the appropriate rules.

13



To play somiething is to represent it, and to represent it for someone

else. Form is the rep~atabi1ityof a play and allows players and spectators to

change while the playlstays the same. There is no one proper interpretation

of an artwork: a true ~nterpretationis one which belongs to the work and not

just to the interpreter~ In these, the interpretation is undifferentiated from

the work itself. A fa1* interpretation is a critical failure, because it goes

beyond the work's owp horizons. Gadamer writes that an "interpretive work is
I

wholly committed to the meaning of the text" (Truth 297). When 'play'

becomes 'a play'--a representation with form--the player recognizes something

familiar. She recogni~es her world, and her self:

The joy of rJcognition is ... that more becomes known than is
already knoWn. In recognition what we know emerges, as if
through an i~lumination,from all the chance and variable
circumstances that condition it and is grasped in its essence.
It is known ~s something. Crruth 102)

The receptiqn theory of reading, which "examines the reader's role iri

literature" (Eagleton 14), concentrates on how the reader constructs all literary

texts, regardless of the time in which they were written. As we have seen,
,

Husserl and the criticsl of the Geneva School believe that the reader should be

passive, attempting to Igrasp the author's life-world as it is manifested in the

text. The Heideggeri~nview that language is necessarily social and that all

being is in time leads to a greater emphasis on each reader's role in

reconstructing the me*ning of a text. For Gadamer, the reader must apply her

prejudices and her effective-historical consciousness to the text as she reads,

in order to bring the text into the present. Wolfgang Iser retains many of

Gadamer's ideas about the active role of the reader, but he ignores the

importance of the rea~er's historical position, and believes that prejudices

should be suspended.

14
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Iser agrees ~th Gadamer that reading invoives a constant dialectical

tension between the ~eader and the text. He distinguishes between the artistic

pole--the text, or "textual structuresfl-··and the esthetic pole--the work, or
I

flstructured acts of comprehensionfl (::\.ct 107). Communication between the two

poles depends "on th~ degree in which the text establishes itself as a

correlative in the rea4er's consciousness" (Act 107). It is up to the reader to

open her mind to the ~ext, suspending and then questioning her own

predilections. Readi~g "entails the possibility that we may formulate ourselves

and so discover what ~1ad previously seemed to elude our consciousnessfl
, .

(Implied 294). Iser c1~ims that meaning is subjective, since each reader

concretizes the text in! her own way, but it is also intersubjective, since all

readers are guided bylthe structure of the text. To make this point, Iser
I

compares the act of r~ading to looking at a constellation of stars:

two people gazing at the night sky may both be looking at
the same col[ection of stars, but one will see the image of a
plough, and !the other will make out a dipper. The 'stars' in
a literary teJdt are fixed; the lines that join them are variable.
The author M the text may, of course, exert plenty of
influence on! the reader's imagination--he has the whole
panoply of ~arrative techniques at his disposal--but no author
worth his sal will ever attempt to set the whole picture
before his re,ader's eyes. (Implied 282)

Like all pheij.omenologists, Iser believes in the concept of shifting

horizons: "just as variqus phases of the reading experience supersede their

predecessors, invoke *visions of former textual perceptions, and are in turn

displaced, so various tPematic structures vie for centrality and push others

into the foreground artd background" (Ray 34). For Gadamer, horizons belong

to the past or the pres~nt,but for Iser they represent different aspects of the

text--thematic or stru4ural--which, by alternatively being foregrounded or

backgrounded, ultimately form the meaning of the text.



While Gadamer sees the text as an embodiment of truth valuable to
I

our present, Iser plac~s even more emphasis on the reader's input. For him,

the schema of the text is "a hollow form into which the reader is invited to
,

pour [her] own store Of knowledge" (Act 141). Iser adopts Roman Ingarden's
I

theory of intentional ~entence correlates,,3 which build up the literary object;
,

the fulfillment of mearing "takes place not in the text, but in the reader, who

must 'activate' the intdrplay of the correlatives prestructured by the sequence
I

I

of sentences" (Act 11(1)). The structure of the sentences determines the

reader's grasping of tHe text to a certain extent, but the existence of this
I .

structure depends on i:he reader's act of reading. Thus, Iser attempts to

establish a mutual, inthdependent relationship between the reader and the

text.

16

The meaning of the text is continually being revised by the reader,

whose expectations and preintentions are constantly displaced by new horizons·

revealed through the 4hanging sentenee correlates. "Each individual sentence
,

correlate prefigures a !particular horizon, but is immediately transformed into
,

the background for thtb next correlate and must therefore necessarily be

modified" (Act 111). tf the new correlate answers the reader's expectations,

then the horizon, or tl1e reader's overall view of the whole text, is narrowed.

If the expectations are; modified, they "have a retroactive effect on what has

already been read, which now appears quite different" (Act 111). This
",

synthesizing process, whereby sentence correlates are incorporated into or else

radically displace the torld of the literary object, is performed by what Iser

3Ingarden claims that in reading, an intentional "state of affairs" is
projected by means o£ the units of a sentence. This state of affairs is not
the intentional object itself, but the "medium through which we must cross in
order to arrive at the ~epresentedobjects and have them as a given" (191).
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I

calls the reader's "wandering viewpoint." The wandering viewpoint is

comparable to Gadarper's effective-historical consciousness; both allow the

subject to reconcile irldividual horizons with the horizons of the whole.

For Iser, "The reader's wandering viewpoint is, at one and the same

time, caught up in ancil transcended by the object it is to apprehend" (Act
I
I

109). Iser disagrees With Poulet's view that the reading subject can be empty

and pure during the apt of reading. He also rejects Gadamer's notion that
i

personal prejudices ate absolutely necessary and arise inevitably during reading.
I

Like Poulet, Iser feel~ that the reader must attempt to leave behind her own

disposition and her ovm present as she reads. After the act of reading; the

reader's released spo¥aneity allows her to become fully conscious of herself;

"the incorporation of !~he new requires a re-formulation of the old" (Act 159).
I

Iser does not stress th~ transforming power of reading as much as Gadamer

does: "The fact that ~e have been temporarily isolated from our real world
,

does not mean that w~ now return to it with new directives. What it does

mean is that, for a bri~f period at least, the real world appears observable"

(Act 140). The world!is a thing "freshly understood," and not necessarily

enlarged and transfortned as it is for Gadamer.

During readtng, the subject/object dichotomy is almost eliminated

because the reader su~pendsher self and her prejudices. After the reading

process, however, whdm the reader examines her self and the norms of her

society from a fresh p~rspective, the division between subject and object is

accentuated. Accordihg to Iser, the two levels involved in re-ading--the author
I

I

and the reader--are n~ver totally separate (Act 155). The conflation of

subject and object which occurs during reading consists of an "artificial
I

division" on the part o[ the reader, who "brings into [her] own foreground



something which [s]h~ is not" (Act 15.5). By stating that the temporary joining

of the reader and the Itext is artificial, and by accounting for both the

temporary union and Ithe necessarily permanent separation of the two spheres,

Iser puts forth a morti plausible, less idealistic view of the experience of

reading than Poulet dpes. Iser notes that the reader can never foreground the
I

thoughts of another ~thout relating them to her own thoughts, which form a

background for the t~ematic significance of the author's views. The joining of
I

subject and object is ~ever absolute. Nevertheless, Iser does not deny that a

genuine reconciliatiort takes place between the reader and the text during the
, .

act of reading. Iser's qonception of how the reader concretizes" the text
I

exemplifies the mutu~l relationship that exists between subject and object. As

Umberto Bco has noted, literature is "the determinate denotation of an
I

indeterminate object"! (Act 182). It is the very indetefItlinacy of texts that
I

makes them open to aln infinite numher of interpretations. However, Iser

explains that indetefI11linacy is embedded in the text, and so contains a

structure. This struct~re arises from the blanks and negations in the text.

The blank "is not a gi~en, ontological fact, but is formed and modified by the

imbalance" (Act 167) "\between the reader and the text. A balance is only

achieved when the re~der attempts to fill the gaps with her own projections;
I

however, "filling the b~anks exclusively "With one's own prejudices" (Act 167)

constitutes a flawed, f~iled reading of the text. The reader must seek a

common ground betw~en her own projections and those emitted by the text,
I

and she must also be flrepared and willing to alter her own views.

Negations e~courage the reader to change her views because they

"invoke familiar or de~erminateelements only to cancel them out" (Act 169).

They guide the readeri in her attempt to formulate the text, and to place

18



herself in relation to it. Once this rela.tion has been established, the blanks

disappear temporari1~. The blanks are what force the reader to "acquire a

sense of discernment":by abstracting herself from her own attitudes and

"stepping back from [~er] own governing norms of orientation" (Act 187).

Iser's theory of blanks: and negations is similar to Husserl's suggestion that
I

one ought to bracket national constructs in order to see phenomena as it is in

itself. However, Iser claims that perception is not a good model for reading,

because in reading, "tnere are no given objects to be transferred from text to
,
,

reader" (Act 187). D~spite the validity of this objection, there are many

parallels between the fict of perception and the concretization of an aesthetic

object; these parallelsiare evident when one reflects on how deeply the pheno

menology of Husser! and the hermeneutics of Gadamer have influenced some
I .

modern-day literary theories.
I

One extremely valuable aspect of Iser's theory is his clarification of

the term "reader." Iset provides an overview of other literary theories and

the role they assign to :the reader: Riffaterre's "superreader," who decodes the

meaning and the stylis~ic facts of the text by discovering its intratextual

contrasts; Fish's "inforPIed reader," who is familiar with the linguistic and

grammatical structure! of the text and who possesses a solid, wide-ranging

literary background; and Wolff's "intended reader," a "fictional inhabitant" of

the text representing the author's idea of his reader (Act 30-33). According

to Iser, all of these thejories of the reader attempt to transcend the limitations

of linguistics, grammar and sociology. They are all, in fact, highly idealized,

elitist structures.
,

For the purposes of his theory, Iser distinguishes between the implied

reader and the real onle. The implied reader is merely a concept; he embodies
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the "predispositions n~cessary for a literary work to exercise its effect" (Act

34). His identity is fir$l1y embedded in the text. He anticipates the real

reader, but does not d~fine her; he is I'a construct and is in no way to be
I

identified with any re~l reader" (Act 34). The real reader performs "a

structured act" (Act 31) on the text; she assembles the different perspectives

represented in the text, and allows them to converge. As Iser explains, each

actualization "represents a selective realization of the implied reader, whose

own structure provide~ a frame of reference within which individual responses

to a text can be commpnicated to othe:rs" (Act 37). The implied reader, then,
,

is a structure which l~ks together all the "historical and individual-

actualizations" (38) ofla text, making them available to the real reader.

Because it assimilates !various horizons and establishes a common ground for all
I

individuals, the c6nstr~ctof the implie:d r,eader has a similar function to

Gadamer's effective-h~storicalconsciousness and his holistic view of tradition.·

All texts, thep, contain the construct of an implied reader, because it

is only through the imIPlied reader that the real reader can enter the text and

process the structures iWithin it. Keats's speakers often address some of their

lines to an implied reader. For instance, the "tuneless numbers" (1) of the
I

speaker in the "Ode to Psyche" are directed not only to Psyche, but to an

assumed, undefined r~ader. The implied reader construct is more apparent in

the final questions asked in the "Ode to a Nightingale," which assume the

presence of a listener. i Likewise, the controversial closing statement of the

"Ode on a Grecian urh" is at least in part directed to the implied reader, who

is here addressed as "yb": "that is all / Ye know on earth, and all ye need to

know" (49-50). In addressing the reader in this subtle way, Keats welcomes
i

her into the text, invitipg her to share the speaker's experience. The



interpretations of the lodes being put forth here will make use of Iser's

distinction between tHe two types of reader: the term "implied reader" will
I

refer to the imaginaryi construct of the reader which Keats often makes use

of, and the term "reader" will correspond to Iser's "real reader," that is, the
I

person who is now co,cretizing the text by applying certain phenomenological

concepts to it.
I

In his analysts of Iser's reception theory, Terry Eagleton brings an

important criticism to llight. He claims that Iser's "liberal humanism" is

actually less liberal thl!m it may appear, for

a reader wit~ strong ideologllcal commitments is likely to -be
an inadequate one, since he or she is less likely to be open to
the transfor:rhative power of literary works. What this implies
is that in ordbr to undergo transformation at the hands of the
text, we must only hold our belilefs fairly provisionally in the
first place. The only good reader would already have to be a
liberal: the aFt of reading produces a kind of human subject
which it also !presupposes. (79)

Moreover, for reader~ who are uncommitted and who have fairly provisional

beliefs, "having them ihterrogated and subverted by the text is not really very

significant. Nothing niuch, in other words, will have actually happened" (79).
I

Parallel to this problerp is a more epistemological one: how can one analyze

the schemata of the tekt without already having concretized them? And, since

schemata are only bropght to life during the process of reading, in discussing

the text, "is one ever d~alingwith more than one's own concretization?" (84).
I

Eagleton's cr~ticisms are certainly worthy of our consideration.

However, they do not pecessarily rendler Iser's theory implausible. The holistic
,

outlook fostered by hermeneutics and phenomenology accommodates such
i

inconsistencies; as Ga~amer explains, in reflecting on what truth is in the

human sciences, one
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must be awaire of the fact that its own understanding and
interpretatiqn is not a construction out of principles, but the
developme* of an event which goes back a long way. Hence
it will not bel able to use its concepts unquestioningly, but
will have to fake over whatever features of the original
meaning of lts concepts have come down to it. (Truth xiv)

I

Hermeneutics concerps itself with finding a place for the part in the whole,

rather than constructipg a meaning based on the logical interrelation of all the

parts. Thus, the prob~emof how to reconcile the text and the reader's

concretization of it, t~e presupposed reader and the reader produced through

the reading process, ciln be seen as another manifestation of the hermeneutic

circle. An interpretation is not weake:ned by the presence of contradictory
I .. _. .

elements, since the w:fuole meaning of the text is open and changing, allowing

for inconsistencies an~ gaps between its particular aspects.
I

In the same ~ay, the speakers in Keats's odes struggle to re.concile
I

their intuitive grasping of the whole of an experience and their more
i

philosophical examination of the meaning of each part. The odes exemplify
,

Bergson's claim that "there are two profoundly different ways of grasping a

thing: we either turn ~bout it or enter into it" (Bunn 592). Keats seems torn
I

between Husserl's dichotomy of immanence and transcendence, between axioms
I

proved on the pulses, ~eeling and pure phenomena on the one hand, and

abstract forms, thoug~t and the aesthetic object on the other. Perhaps the
I

purest, most striking $oments in the odes take place when Keats's speaker

brackets rational que~tions,momentarily fusing the objective and subjective

realms, the transient, cruel beauty of the outside world and the passive but

receptive mind. Keath concept of negative capability--"th~t is when a man is

capable of being in uncertainties, Mysteries, doubts, without any irritable

reaching after fact an<li reason" (Letters 1: 193)--along with his view that the

perceiver must "open [her] leaves like a flower and be passive and receptive"
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(Letters 1: 232)--mirr~r the phenomenological tension between subject and

object, between the reader's active constitution of the literary work and her

passive suspension of per self as she gives herself to the text before her.

All of the G:rieat Odes, writtem between April and September of 1819,

examine the fundamental subject/object dichotomy. Gittings writes that since
I

the odes "are bound tqgether by a unity of form and theme," their

chronological order "dloes not matter greatly; there is no progress of thought
I

from one to the other'\ (311). There are certain elements which resurface

consistently, suggesting that the poems belong to a whole: a "sense of
I

homecoming" (Gitting~ 311), a "concem with transience" (Jones 263), a "process

of discovery" (Vendle:rl296) and an at-Ieast-partial"pattern of flight and
I

return" (Stillinger, Ho¢>dwinking 104).
I

However, despite their thematic unity, the odes contain a systematic

progression, reflectingl a process of widening self-awareness and acceptance..

The speakers are increasingly able to move beyond the self and its insecurities,

becoming more open ~o immanent phenomena. In the "Ode to Psyche," the

speaker is unformed, greparing to face the material world; the speakers in the

"Ode to a Nightingale"l and the "Ode on a Grecian Urn" confront aesthetic

questions and human rportality directly. It is only in the "Ode on Melancholy"

and, more convincingly, in "To Autumn," that a profound acceptance of human

experience is achievedf The "sense of homecoming" Gittings notices is

particularly apparent in the last two odes.
,

This progres~ive movement towards self-knowledge and acceptance

corresponds to Bate's ,riew that the odes are "concerned with the human

reaction and its objectj [and are] ... analogous to experience as a whole" (500).

In "embracing experietilce and process as his own and man's chief good"
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(Stillinger, Hoodwin!dng 100), Keats examines the relation between subject and

object from a variety Of perspectives. Jones points out that "the time which

the odes are all about lis their time, not a detachable subject but time living

and prospering under lthe aegis of space" (226): like each new experience, each
,

ode has its own settin~, its private time and its particular mood. Sperry

explains that

Given its different perspective and emphasis, each of the odes
actively involves us in a process of imaginative cumulative
recognition cbf what, within the terms of art and human
experience, ~uch a process can and cannot achieve. (249)

Thus, the odes can be Iseen as different answers to one question; the reader's

recognition is cumulat~ve, and stems from her dialectical reading of the odes

as a whole. Just as ea~h reader contributes to the changing life of a text,
!

just as each new expe~ence forms the identity of the perceiver, so each ode

offers a new answer, ~ different perspective, a unique concretization of a

fundamental probleml

In keeping "1ith Keats's dialectical approach to experience, the odes

are to be seen as both ithe same and different. Vendler's consideration of the

odes as a set in which -pnity and multiplicity are resolved hermeneutically is

particularly appropriate; she claims that

the most imr/ortant context for each of the odes is the
totality of tht other odes, that the odes enjoy a special
relation to e~ch other, and that Keats, whenever he returned
to the form df the ode, recalJled his previous efforts, and used
every new ode as a way of commenting on earlier ones. We
may say thatleach ode both deconstructs its predecessor(s)
and consolid~tesit (or them). Each is a disavowal of a
previous 'solution'; but none could achieve its own momentary
stability with~)Ut the support of the antecedently constructed
style which ~e now call'Keatsian.' (6)

Vendler's vidw corresponds to Gadamer's notion that while the player
,

must be played by the ltext, she also forms the text by virtue of her



ineradicable prejudic~s. In a similar way, Iser points out that although each

reader performs a neiv concretization of the text, she is always guided by the
I

inherent structures ofl the text. Like these two phenomenologists, Keats
I

believes that there m4st be a constant and mutual dialogue between the

perceiver and her wo~ld. In a beautiful letter describing the experience of

reading,4 Keats advis~s the reader to concretize the text in her own way,

making it belong to hqr:

I have an idda that a Man might pass a very pleasant life in
this mannerllet him on any certain day read a certain Page
of full poes;1or distilled Prose and let him wander with it,
and muse u on it, and reflec:t from it, and bring home to it,
and prophesl upon it, and dream upon it--untill it becomes
stale--but when will it do so? Never--When Man has arrived
at a certain ~ipeness in intellect anyone grand and spiritual
passage servps him as a starting post towards all "the two-and
thirty Pallaces" How happy is such a "voyage of conception,'
what delicia,s diligent Indolltmce! (Letters 1: 231)

The text provides a "s~arting post" "for the reader's own 'voyage of
I

conception,' which is "tiased on his/her o\'l/n creative energies" (Goellnicht 9).

Full control is given tal the reader, whom Keats, like Gadamer and Iser, sees

as an extremely activel creative partidipant in the formulation of the work.

However, Keats also ~lludes to the fixed aspects of the text which guide and

partially determine th¢ way in which the reader experiences the work:

Now it appears to me that al:m.ost any Man may like the
Spider spin Ii'om his own inwards his own airy Citadel--the
points of lea1res and twigs on which the Spider begins her
work are few and she fills the Air with a beautiful circuiting:
man should ije content with few points to tip with the fine
Webb of his ~oul and weave a tapestry empyrean--full of
Symbols for his spiritual eye, of softness for his spiritual
touch, of spabe for his wandering of distinctness fat his
Luxury. (Ldtters 1: 232) .

I

4This letter w~s first brought to my attention by Goellnicht's
article.
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The leaves and twigs, Mthout which no web would be spun, represent the

projected meaning of Ithe text discovered in the sentence correlates, blanks
,

and negations of Iser'~ theory. Keats's letter on reading, virtually a poetic

summary of hermenel(Itic systems of thought, shows why a phenomenological

approach to his poetry is fitting and productive. The critic, like each new
,

reader, must wander ~reely with the text, but must also respect and follow the

hints and directivese$bedded in it. In turning to the odes, we enjoy the

luxury provided to out "spiritual eye" and our "spiritual touch," and we attempt
I

to keep in the foregroFnd of our minds the author's intention, those essential,

guiding leaves and twilgs Keats was careful to include in his description of the
I

act of reading.
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THE ODES

(i) "Ode to Psyche"

Keats enclos~d the "Ode to Psyche" in a letter he sent to George and

Georgiana Keats on ~pri1 30, 1819 (Bate 487). Although it is usually
I

considered the first of Ithe Great Odes of 1819, it is, in general, given less

attention than some o~ the others. Stillinger considers the "Ode to Psyche"

"the least easy to integrate with the others in any unified view" ,CIO?). "
I

Kemleth Allott calls it I"the Cinderella of Keats's great odes," claiming

it illustrates ~'etter than any other Keats's possession of
poetic power in conjunction 'with what was for him an unusual
artistic detac ,1ment--besides being a remarkable poem in its
own right. (75)

I

The tone of the "Ode tb Psyche" is different than that of the others, mainly

because the poem doe~ not examine the speaker's relation to the material

world. Instead, it port~ays the development of the poetic self, and describes

the mode in which the ~rtist perceives the aesthetic object. It is not

surprising, then, that itiis much more reflective and inward-turned than the

others.

The "Ode to Psyche" describes the internal realm of intuitive thought;

it is about the poetic p~ocess whereby aspects of the external world are
,

appropriated by the artist, who endows them \vith form. Parallel to this

artistic process is that qf human experience in general; as Ke"ats explains in

his letter on "Soul-Mawng," one's identity is formed by agents which act upon
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the soul, thereby brin~ing it into being. Keats suggests that human life is not
,

to be seen as a "vale of tears":

Call the wor~d if you please 'IThe Vale of Soul-Making ... I
say "Soul-Making--Souls as dlistinct from an Intelligence.
There may ble intelligences or sparks of the divinity in
millions--butl they are not Souls till they acquire identities,
till each one ~s personally itself .... How then are Souls to be
made? ... Hojw, but by the medium of a world like this? .... I
think it is a grander system of salvation than the Christian
religion--or r~ther it is a system of Spirit-creation. This is
effected by three grand materials acting the one upon the
other for a series of years. These three materials are the
Intelligence, ~he human heart (as distinguished from
Intelligence rnr Mind) and the World or Elemental Space suited
for the proper action of Intelligence and Heart on each other
for the purpose of forming the Soul or Intelligence destined
to possess th~ sense of Identity. (Letters 2: 101) . . .

Gittings believes that the "Soul-Making" letter was reworked in the "Ode to

Psyche."l However, hls claim that Psyche, an allegorical figure representing

the soul, is taught by eXperiencing the Hworld of circumstances" (309) is
i

countered by the fact tbat the poem does not confront the world of pains
I

directly. Although the:"Ode to Psyche l
' indeed does not describe "the medium

of a world like this" w~ch forms the soul, giving it an identity, it may,

rather, be a portrayal qf a soul who is about to embark on a "voyage of

1Gittings goes on to claim that the prose account of "SouI-:Making" is
superior to the poetic expression of Keats's thoughts (309). Several other
critics, also, have critic~zed the "Ode to Psyche": Bate condemns the "elusive"
poem's "banalities of diction that carry us back to Endymion" (487); Dickstein
believes that the ode's lack of concreteness and the absence of a developed
symbol or a "complex ~volving consciolUsness" cause it to lack "the genuine
dialectical movement df the later poems" (196). He also claims the ode "is too
thoroughly a creation df Keats' own mind to provide much resistance to that
mind" (197). :

There has also been a good deal of praise for the "Ode to Psyche":
Allott calls it the "mostlarchitectural of the odes," and admires its dramatic
culmination (75); BroWn suggests that It can be seen as "the completion of
'Hyperion' and as the f~al, cultural transformation of poetry" (50). T.S. Eliot
made the bold assertio:p that "The Odes--especially perhaps the 'Ode to
Psyche'--are enough fot [Keats's] reputation" (qtd. in Allott 75).
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conception" and for ~hom the formative interaction between the Mind, the
I

Heart and the World is just beginning.
I

Interpretatiqns of the "Ode to Psyche" have been extremely divergent.

For instance, Vendlerlsuggests that the ode aims "at a complete, exclusive, and

lasting annihilation of Ithe senses in favor of the brain" (47), while Barnard
,

writes that "It is the mlngling of the senses and the subduing of reason which
I

provide the basis for t~e strongly visual and ultimately 'visionary' effect of

the ode" (24). Stillingh considers the poem's meaning ambiguous, since it is

unclear whether the sJ]Jeaker attempts to recreate the lost glory of the past, or
! .

,

to seek a "retreat in wJ;1ich the powers of the mind provide only a partial

solution" (105). The ~dely differing readings of the ode suggest that its

meaning is complex o~ elusive, and so, that the ode is deserving of constant

reevaluation. Moreo~r,Keats's claim that the "Ode to Psyche"

is the first a~d the only [poem] with which I have taken even
moderate pa~ns--Ihave for the most part dash'd of[f] my lines
in a hurry--This I have done leisurely--I think it reads the
more richly fbI' it and will I hope encourage me to write
other thing[sl in even a more peaceable and healthy spirit
(Letters 2: 1~S-06)

invites the reader to cdmsider it carefully. The !'Ode to Psyche" marks Keats's
I
I

return to the ode form which he used 1Mth such success in the next two

months. His resolution to continue to write in this "peaceable and healthy

spirit" suggests that thJ "Ode to Psyche" may be seen as a prologue to the

other odes.

The lack of definition and resolution in the ode, along with its loose
I -

structure, provide the reader with an insight into Keats's mind; Keats

expresses his new conqeption of his ro][e as poet, and tries to articulate the

secret workings of the poetic process. Because of the ode's indeterminacy and

self-reflexivity, a phenbmenological interpretation is appropriate and fruitful.
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I

Keats's views on the r~lationbetween subject and object, time and space, past

and present, and f0rn1 and substance are all brought to the fore in the ode's

dramatization of the goetic process. The "Ode to Psyche" is important because
I

it elucidates the gene~al state of mind Keats was in as he was writing the

odes.
,

I

All of the oqes portray a receptive speaker who must achieve a
I

balance between his ~assive acceptance of the world and his more philosophical
,

desire to establish the Imeaning of his individual experiences of that world.
I

However, in the "Odelto Psyche,1V wha.t the speaker experiences is internalized;
,

moreover, the object ~f the ode is Psyche, who is at least in partan

embodiment of the spbaker's own self. But the reader knows, because of the
I

"Soul-Making" letter ~nd also because of hints within the text, that Psyche
,

will eventually face b~th the happiness and the harshness of the external
I

world. Thus, as Jame~ Bunn explains, the "Ode to Psyche" "serves as an

introduction to the ot~er odes by reason of its theme of anticipation" (581).

Also, Keats's decision to write a more personal kind of poetry, encompassing

both thought and sens:Uality, is suggested in the line "I see, and sing, by my
,

own eyes inspired" (43). Dickstein reads this statement as "a prolegomena to

the odes" (204) becau~e it reveals the transformed perception of poetry and its

aims which is evident k the subsequent odes.
I

As the "SouI1Making" letter makes clear, the identity of the self is

constantly changing s~ce it is formed by its experiences in the world of flux.

Therefore, Keats's poem about Psyche should not be sa.id to'mean one thing in

particular; it is an "oscillation of undeddables" (Brown 52). Initially, the

speaker perceives Psy<bhe in an external setting, but she is later reified as
I

both an inhabitant ami a formative element of the speaker's oWn mind. In the
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same way, Psyche is atl first portrayed as a historical goddess who appeared

later than the Classica1 gods and before the speaker's own time. Gradually,

however, she is broug~t into the present, retaining some aspects of her

ancient myth while being integrated into the modern poet's consciousness.

Thus, Dickstein's clai~ that the ode lacks the "genuine dialectical movement"

of the other odes can ~e refuted: there is definitely a synthesis of temporal,

spatial and mental horizons in the "Ode to Psyche."
I

Stanza One ~eginswith the traditional invocation of the muse.

However, not only doers the speaker can on Psyche to inspire him as he writes

the poem, but he also prepares to bring into consciousness--and into 

language--the working~ of his mind when he is poetically inspired. Psyche is
,

introduced as both sulJ~ect and object; even in reading the title, the reader has

. formed preintentions, F-0ndering whether Psyche is internal or external to the

speaker. This ambiguity generates a blank in the text, which the reader will

only be able to fill as s~e participates In the speaker's encounter with

Psyche. As James Bu~n explains, the subject/object dualism is central to the

poem's meaning:

the main purpose of the poem is to re-present retrospectively
the process by which the poet's mind has become animated
and transformed by Psyche. Instead of poetic mind animating
external objeft, the mythological Psyche enters his mind and
animates it il1ternally so that it becomes changed into a vast
mentallands<Fape. (582)

It is important for the ~eader to keep in mind the fact that the speaker's

experience with Psych~ is described retrospectively, because the fusion of
I -

temporal horizons is a significant aspect of the poem's meaning. It seems,

however, that Bunn unperemphasizes the role of the speaker in the
I

inspirational moment. !Psyche does animate the speaker's mind, but only

because his is an open and receptive mind. Moreover, in actually writing the
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poem, the speaker's mird becomes an active agent which re-evokes Psyche,

bringing her back into ~;he foreground.
I .

The "tuneles~"quality of the speaker's rhyme suggests that there is
I
I

very little distinction bttween the speaker's recent experience with Psyche and

its present transformatron into form and language. Sin~e Psyche is·not only

.the ae.sthetic object being portrayed; but also an allegory for the speaker's
I· .. .

lllind, the speaker add~esses the opening lineS both to Psyche and to himself.
I

In presenting his thou~ts as "tuneless/' the speaker makes use of a rhetorical

trope which makes his ~xperience with Psyche ·appear personal and inward; the

impression created is t~lat his rhyme is "tuneless" "not simply because of

modesty but also beca~se he is in extraordinary communication with his own

soul" (Bunn 590).
I

The reader l1arns that the poem is derived from "remembrance dear"

(2), suggesting that in t~e past, the speaker had an experience with Psyche

which the ode now recreates. The speaker asks Psyche to
,

~ardon that thy secrets should be sung
Bven into thine own soft-conched ear, (3-4)

I

apologizing for his int~ntion to express the silent, private process in a
I

structured form and inlthe social discourse of language. That the speaker's
I

rhyme will be sung intq Psyche's "soft-conched ear" introduces the self-
I

reflexive quality of thel ode, and suggests its "total, involuted circularity"
I

(Brown 52). Psyche is lat once the agent making the "tuneless numbers"
,
I

possible, and the physi~alobject, made concrete and external by her physical
,

description, that the oJe is about.
.. I . . .

The comple~mingling of subject and art object in the "Ode to

·Psy~he~' leads to sOn1e ~nteresting speculations on .the creative process and ~he
. .

relationship that ~rise~between the artist an~ what he experiences. The
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'neutral' status of Psyahe, who is both subject and object, and yet neither,

brings to mind Gadariler's concept of "Playas the clue to ontological

explanationll :

the work of art is not an object that stands over against a
subject for itself. Instead the work of art has its true being
in the fact t~at it becomes an experience changing the person
experienci..."1g it .... The play,ers are not subjects of play;
instead playl merely reaches presentation through the players.
(Truth 92)

I

Thus, the reader rea~ingKeats's 1I0dl~ to Psychell must let the text exist as a

llliving eventll (Act 123), or as lIa sort of human beingll (Poulet 59). She must
I

let herself be "played" by the text, suspending rational questions. As Iser

explains,

Reading haJ the sam.e structure as experience, to the extent
that our entanglement has the effect of pushing our various
criteria of orientation back to the past, thus suspending their
validity for tpe new present. (Act 132)

Just as the reader mu~t accept, unquestioningly, that Psyche is both the

subject within and the object without:, so the speaker allows this dichotomy,

letting himself be IIpl~yedllby Psyche, while simultaneously evoking his

experience with her iljl the form of a poem. The speaker, then, is parallel to

the ideal reader, who Ihelps to create but does not impose meaning. Likewise,

Psyche can be seen a~ a text, full of possibilities, who IIplaysll the reader,

helping to transform her world.
!

Before intrqducing the reader to Psyche, the poet momentarily asks

himself a rational qU9stion, trying to understand his visionary experience in

terms of human logic:

Surely I dreamt to-day, or did I see
Thd winged Psyche with awaken'd eyes? (5-6)

I

These lines confirm the reader's preintention, formed by "remembrance dear,1I

that the poem is the reconstruction of a recent experience. The intervention
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:."

of the conscious, ques~iOning mind is unwelcome at this point in the poem,
I

when the lack of disti~ctionbetween inner and outer, dreaming and seeing,

has already been esta~lished. The reader is admitted into this realm of no
i

distinctions when she ueads the next line--"I wander'd in a forest thought-
I "

• I • ,

lessly" "(7)--which marts the beginning of therecreatio~of the visionary

experience as well as t~e speaker'sreturn to the "thoughtless," receptive mode"

of perception which ~akes such experiences possible. Although Bunn asserts.

that "thoughtless" sugJests that at this point, the speaker "either ha[s] no soul
I "

or [is] unaware of her,1 both amounting to the same idea that ignorance is
I

absence" (:582), it is i1portant to note that the poet's bracketing of sequential

thought is what actually enables him to "see" Psyche and be "played" by her.

. Reflecting ~e joining of internal and external landscapes, the setting

in which Cupid and Ps~che are found jtS described in language which

corresponds to the suslpended mind, open to all possibilities of experience. The
I

"deepest grass" (10) inl which the lovers lie reminds the reader that both she
I
I

and the speaker are lqsing themselves to an enclosed realm, separate and
I

removed from the ext~rnalworld. The "whisp'ring roof / Of leaves" contrasts

with the "trembled bljssoms" (10-11), evoking the synthesis of activity and

passivity which occursboth in perception and in reading: the leaves are active
I

agents, whispering a Jessage, and their secret is seemingly received by the
i

passive blossoms, wh9 let themselves be "trembled" by the leaves. Likewise,

the speaker's mind is ~oth active and passive, forming and being formed. The
i ;

brooklet is hidden and "scarce e,spied" (12); the speaker must find it and bring! . , ..
it into being through ~is perception of it. The brooklet is just one

!

manifestation of the"1hOle realm of possible experience that is open to the

receptive subject. Because of the speaker's open mind, his senses are
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awakened, enabling h1m to achieve a complete, all-encompassing experience of

the scene before him; ;the silence of the "hush'd" flowers, their "cool-rooted"

feel, their "fragrant-eyed" odour and their "Blue, silver-white, and budded

Tyrian" (13-14) hues ~re perceived by the speaker because he is wandering
,

"thoughtlessly." A perfect dialogue takes place between the speaker and his

perceived world.
I

The ensuingl picture of Cupid and Psyche reinforces this peaceful,

perfect manner of perception. But unlike the leaves, the flowers and the

brooklet, the couple i~ completely motionless:

TheiIf lips touch'd not, but had not bade adieu;
As ifldisjoined by soft-handed slumber,
And ready still past kisses to outnumber
At tepder eye-dawn of aurorean love. (16-20)

Despite their absolut~ stillness, many possibilities lie before them--bidding

adieu, the outnumbering of past kisses, or the continuation of "soft-handed

slumber." They are i~ the lIeye-dawn" of love: they are unformed, and their

potential has not yet qecome actual. At the same time, however, they share

an eternal quality: th~ir time seems to have no beginning or end. Vendler

believes they exist "eternally in a world accessible by dream or vision when
,

the conscious mind is suppressed, a world exterior to the poetic self" (55).

Paradoxically, though~ their existence depends very much on the speaker's

perception of them. ~syche and Cupid are waiting to be animated by the

"vital inbreathing" (Poulet 59) of the speaker, which will actualize them,

bringing them into his living consciousness and his lived present. The speaker

participated in the wtiispering of the leaves and the trembling of the blossoms;

he brought the brookiet into actuality by perceiving it. So must he bring

Psyche into the living fworld, letting her be born again. Likewise, the reader,

by suspending her self and letting herself by "played," allows the ode's many
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possibilities to be act~alized, and maintains the events it describes
i

retrospectively in a p~rpetual present.

The stanza ends with the speaker's full recognition of "His Psyche
I

truel" (23), which is i* part his own self-recognition. This new-found

awareness suggests tliat, although he immediately knew Cupid, the "winged boy"
I

(21), he has finally gl,npsed the spark of divinity which is his own soul. As

the "Soul-Making" let~er makes clear, love is one of the "materials" which form

the sours identity. Life the world, Love is an external agent, more easily

perceived than the urit'ormed but divine soul. At this point, then, the speaker
I

has discovered his in~er self and, through his love and intelligence-; he will

now attempt to anim4te her, malting her identity more complete.
I

That Psych~ is a "happy, happy dove" (22) conflicts with her inactive,

unborn, frozen aspec~. The reader wonders if P,liyche is really so happy, for

unlike the leaves and llie flowers, she has not yet been animated by the
I

speaker. She is suspebded, waiting for her possibilities to become actual.
i

Moreover, her love fdr Cupid has not yet been developed fully; as Allott
I

explains, Psyche is a "~ove-goddess with an understanding of troubled human

experience, because spe has known in her own person ... suffering and

seemingly hopeless lohging" (86). The discrepancy between Psyche's happiness
I

and her arrested motipn and unfulfilled love produces a blank which the reader

will fill during her sub~equentreading.

Stanza Two begins with a formal address to Psyche which recalls the
,

opening invocation, but lacks the personal, secret aspect of the first address.

Psyche is now put intd the historical context of "Olympus' faded hierarchy"

(25). Removed from ~he natural setting in which the reader first encountered

her, she is now seen friom an artificial" traditional perspective. As Sperry
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points out, in the secqnd stanza Psyche "wither[s] to a mere historical

abstraction" (253). S~e has not yet come to life in the speaker's mind. That
I

Psyche does not fit in Iwith the other gods is confirmed when the speaker
,

I

mentions that she is "Fairer than these, though temple thou hast none" (28).

She is not a part of this realm because she is not meant to be objectified and
I

revered. Being subje~t as well as object, Psyche cannot be celebrated in a

purely external way, with all the tangible trappings of worship, as other

deities are.

It is evident,1 as Bate explains, that "The catalogue, however lyrically
I •

chanted, is deprecatoty, by its very excess, and is put with mock nostalgia"
I

(492). The language ~eats uses in his false glorification of the traditional

Psyche figure verges qn the ridiculous. The altar "heap'd" with flowers, the

"delicious moan" of t~e virgin choir, the swinging censer and the overwhelming
,

enumeration of all the objects used in worship are excessive and lack sincerity~

The repetition of flno"!--eight times in two lines--is so frequent that the reader

questions the poet's r~gret. The heat of the "pale-mouth'd prophet dreamingfl

(35), which Psyche nefer feels, has quite negative connotations. Heat and pale

lips suggest stiflementl and death, whereas what Psyche awaits is new life.

Moreover, the "drean#ng" prophet evokes Moneta's words in The Fall of

Hyperion:

Only ~he dreamer venoms all his days,
Bearing mo* woe than all his sins deserve. (1: 175-76)

I

The dreamer is perpetually unhappy because he has no sympathetic awareness

of others; he hides froim the concrete, often painful world of actuality. The

"pale-mouth'd prophe!~ dreaming" in the "Ode to Psyche" is not open to Psyche

as an 'other,' and mak~s no attempt to let her become the subject in him.

Clearly, the version on celebration outlined in Stanza Two is to be seen as
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hollow and ironic, alt~ough it simultaneously "projects a nostalgia for an
,

imagined wholeness of being once possible" (Allott 89).

The compen~ationfor Psyche's 'lateness' is put into effect in Stanza

Three. The repetitioll of "too" in "Too, too late for the fond believing lyre"

(37) plays the same irqmic role as the repetition of "happy, happy" at the end

of the first stanza. The reader realizes that the speaker does not really pity

Psyche for having beeh born late. Bate adds that "fond," which describes the
I

lyre, can mean "foolisW' as well as doting (492).

However, a more genuine note of nostalgia is introduced when the
I

speaker recalls those q.ays

~hen holy were the haunted forest boughs,
Hply the air, the water, and the fire. (39-40)

The speaker leaves behind his mocking tone as he prepares to adopt Psyche

into his own present; lie also acknowledges a certain emptiness which has

infiltrated his world. me is then ready to admit a fusion of his present with a

past horizon, and his ~bi1ity to do so marks the climax of the ode,

incorporating internal Ireality and external, form and substance, past and

present:

Yet even in these days so far retir1d
F~om happy pieties, thy lucent fans,
Fluttering among the faint Olympians,
I ~ee, and sing, by my own eyes inspired. (40-43)

I

The speakeri~infact, inspired by his own eyes, and by his private
I

experience with Psych~ that morning. Brown explains that

While [line 4~] is also the answer to his earlier question of
whether his ~rision of Cupid and Psyche was a dream or was
seen with a~akened eyes, the assertion clearly emphasizes the
propriety of ~he self over the: sources of poetry. (52)

However, at the same Itime, the speaker is now able to see Psyche as she has

existed and been perceived throughout time. He does not exclude the
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Olympian context, although it is to him only "faint" and "faded." To use a

Gadamerian concept,1 the speaker is exercising his effective-historical

consciousness, which

places itself Mthin the situation of the past and hence is able
to acquire the right historica.l horizon. Just as in a
conversati0I1, when we have discovered the standpoint and
horizon of t*e other person, his ideas become intelligible,
without our hecessarily having to agree with him, the person
who thinks I1.istorically comes to understand the meaning of
what has been handed dowIll, Mthout necessarily agreeing with
it, or seeing himself in it .... [It is] this moving horizon out
of which hutpan life always lives, and which determines it as
tradition. (Truth 270-71)

Thus, because he appties his understanding of tradition to his ~xp~rien.ce with

Psyche, and because df the journey of his "wandering viewpoint," the speaker

"discover[s] his real sufbject in the proeess of writing" (Allott 83); he is able

to 'converse' with Psyche, perceiving her as she truly is. This new awareness

of Psyche indicates th~t the speaker's :se1f, a spark of divinity, is formed and

changed by tradition, and also by his intelligence, which recognizes and

incorporates the past.· Both Psyche and the speaker, then, in parane1 ways,

acquire a new identitylbecause of the "materials" of spirit-creation--Psyche, by

being animated and recreated as form by the poet's loving and intelligent

acceptance of her, and the speaker, by recognizing tradition as a formative

element and by 1ettingl his experience with Psyche occupy the foreground of

his mind.

The speaker land Psyche are joined, since both have been transformed

simultaneously. For t4is reason, the dIstinction between subject and object is

virtually eliminated at ~his point, although some division remains, since

language implies a sep~ration of self and other. There is also, then, very

little division between substance and form; as Barnard points out, "Seeing and

singing are now simultaneous and ineAiricab1e, sensation and poetic act at
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once" (920). The fus]on of the horizons of past and present is particularly

apparent in the last silx lines of the stanza, when all the external trappings of

ancient worship desdibed in Stanza Two are reintroduced. Because he has

been inspired, the spJaker subsumes all of these externals, which gain new

meaning both because they have become subjective and internalized, and

because they have be~n transformed from the distant past into the actual

present, which also a(\quires new meaning.

The internaiization of the external world becomes even more

pronounced in Stanz~ Four. That Psyche's fane will be built "In some

untrodden region" (5~) of the speaker's mind suggests the speaker's openness
I

to the new possibilitieis before him. The "branched thoughts" (52) evoke

growth and widening awareness; the paradox of "pleasant pain" also points to

the speaker's acceptamce of all types of experience, and looks forward to the
I

other odes in which ~ats deals directly with hardship and human mortality.

Bloom's view that in this stanza the speaker is "incarnated as a god"

(93) and that paradox,~sand contradictions are resolved in the "poet's paradise"

(95) ignores the prese~ceof some negative aspects. Bloom returns to precisely

those absolutes--gods land poetic paradises--that Keats meant to displace in
,

this ode, in being "by [~is] own eyes inspired." Unlike Bloom, Sperry

considers the ode's coi1clusion to be extremely negative. He feels that the

"dark-cluster'd trees" '1Vhich "Fledge the wild-ridged mountains steep by steep"

(54-55) "form an omi~ouslybrooding background" (256). However, the vast,
I

rather frightening wilderness is softened in the next lines; harsh nature merges

with a more tranquil spene to show the speaker's acceptance of all possible.

moods and experienc~s. Turning to a more gentle setting in which

by zephyrs, streams, and birds, and bees,
the moss-lain Dryads shall be lull'd to sleep, (56-57)
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the speaker re-create$ the earlier vision of Cupid and Psyche lying in the

grass, which, as the re~dernow realizes, was only one of the possible

projections existing iIi the speaker's mind. Thus, the past vision of "to-day,"
I

the potential future efPeriences which exist only as possibilities in the

speaker's receptive $d, and the actual present in which the poem is being

composed, are evoke~ simultaneously each time the reader reads this stanza.

The image qf the "wreath'd trellis of a working brainll (60) which

adorns the new-form~dsanctuary suggests that the speaker's identity will

continue to develop. ,f\l.though the use of the word IIbrain" may at first evoke

reason and intelligenc~,the ode does not, as Vendler, Sperry and Barnard
I

suggest, lead to the replacement of intuitive grasping and innocent sensuality
!

with a thoughtful and ~ational contemplation of the world of harsh experience.

This is confirmed by t~1e speaker's desire to dress his sanctuary
,

With buds, iand bells, and stars without a name,
With all the gardener Fancy e'er could feign,
Who breedmg flowers, will never breed the same. (61-63)

The indeterminacy anti the perpetual nev'v'ness of projected future experiences

show that the speaker!is open to the future. Granted, as Bate points out, the

verb "feign" suggests the possibility of illusion (494) in the working of the

imagination. The speaker's vision at the end of the ode is not exclusively
I

positive; there are hints of hardship and disillusion. But the point is that he

is prepared to accept ~he negative aspects of human life and the difficulties

involved in the poetic process, because he knows they are important elements

in the "vale of Soul-Making."

Sperry believes that the indeterminacy expressed in the last stanza is

ironic and discouraging:
I

Indeed the r~cognitionthe ode finally intimates is that for
the poet of the present day there can be no escape from
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shadowiness and subjectivity, that the effort to push further
into the regiFJn of the unknown leads only to the perception
of further pa.ssages and iniplications, that it results in a sense
of ultimate inconclusiveness that is ironic. (259)

This interpretation, tBough, renders ironic and insincere the speaker's entire

celebration of Psyche) and completely undercuts the "soft delight / Tha~

shadowy thoughtcan ~vin" (64-65) for her. The ode becomes a self-parody of

the speaker, rather th~n a genuine attempt to express his future poetic goals
I

and his new conceptiqn of the poetic process. Sperry's rejection of

inconclusiveness deni+s that writing poetry is parallel to living, and that one's

identity changes constlantly because of each new "voyage of 'conception'! one
. _. .

embarks on. Allott nqtes that "shadowy thought" "is the gardener's creative

reverie, opposed antitbetically to the matter-of-fact operations of scientific

logic" (92). In giving v(ay to the indeterminacy of the imagination, the
,

speaker rejects methqdology and sequential thought, believing, like Gadamer,

that reason alone can:rilot liberate human truth.

A more plaulsible reading of the ode, which is in keeping with the

fusion of spatial and h!istorical horizons central to its meaning, is offered by

James Bunn, who writ~s that

The poem e*ds, as it should, in an anticipating pause, in the
act of creat:il1g and awaiting completion. Psyche's temple in
the mind is a

g
'paean to the ac:t of 'shadowy thought,' that

twilight, in-b tween state where tacit ideas are groped for,
effortfully w rked out with 'pleasant pain' in anticipation of
that complet~onand repose when ideas have been satisfactorily
matched with language, when flowers have been found a name,
when spirit bias been rendered into figure. (589)

Bunn's view corresporids to Gadamer's explanation of Bildurtg, or form, which

once discovered in on~'s world allows one to escape from self-annihilation.

"To seek one's own in Jhe alien, to become at home in it, is the basic

movement of spirit, whose being is oruly to return to itself from what is other"
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(Truth 15). In proje4ing his mind onto JPsyche, and in letting the goddess

become subject in hiIp while at the same time creating a form for her, the

speaker returns to himself with a new understanding of his role as poet. The

reader completes the Iprocess of Bildung by bringing Psyche to the foreground

with each new reading and by making actual the possibilities embedded in

Keats's ode.
,

The "Ode to Psyche" concludes with two images of openness and
I

illumination, the "brig!ht torch" and the "casement ope at night, / To let the
I

warm Love in!" (66-61). A torch eliminates darkness and makes things more

easily visible, and so acts as a metaphor for an open and transparent mind.

Likewise, the open ca~ement is an appropriate image because it suggests that

there are no barriers fuetween within and without. Cupid is reintroduced to

the poem, this time, npt as a silent, frozen lover but as an agent who will

work with and in the s~eaker'smind to alter and form Psyche's identity. The

speaker has learned t1l1at "keeping one part of the self simple and direct in its

receptiveness is a matter intimately linked with the experience of lovell (Allott

92).

Because of its innovative presentation of an inspirational moment, the

"Ode to Psychell
serve~ as a useful introduction to Keats's odes. Although it

describes the pre-ver~al,semi-conscious state in which the poet has not dealt

with the material worll:l, and so with a developed symbol, the ode indicates to

the reader some aspeGts of Keats's attitude towards subjectivity, tradition and

the way in which poetty develops from insight to expression;"
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(ii) "0de to a Nightiljgale"
I

The "0de td a Nightingale" :is the first of Keats's Great Odes to be
I

centered on an objec~ perceived in the material world; therefore, it is the first

to deal overtly with ti~e, human mortality and the evanescence of natural

phenomena. Becaus~ Keats's speaker contemplates the nightingale, which

belongs to the world df experience rather than being an imaginative construct

derived from his own mnd, "between the [speaker] and the nightingale there is

a distance he had nevh experienced with the less resistant Psyche" (Dickstein

206). Psyche is a visidnary apparition, a projection into the realm of possible

experience, which thei speaker is able to invoke or banish from his mind. The

nightingale, however, ~s perceived through the senses, and so, its existence is

independent from thel speaker's act of perception. The "Ode to a Nightingale"

is also the first ode in ]Which the speaker acts as audience; the poem is

constructed around thle constant dialectical tension between the listening

speaker and the singing bird, the perceiving subject and the aesthetic object.

Vendler points out th~t "In this most perfect aesthetic separation from

'habitual self,' Keats eXplores what Ollie version of the aesthetic response can

be" (81).

The "Ode to IPsyche" portrays the creation of art as a subjective,

transcendent activity ih which the reader is invited to participate. Keats's

journey outward, away from the allegory of the poetic self underlying the "0de
I

to Psyche," towards a ~ore experiential, intersubjective conception of art in

which the speaker confronts the external world, is dramatized in the "Ode to a

Nightingale." The nig]jJ.tingale is itself natural and finite, but it becomes

immortal and artificial. when the speaker expropriates it and makes it into a

symbol. Dickstein e~lains that liAs a singer she suggests art, and as a bird
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and Dryad she represlents an aspect of naturell (206).2 Thus, the 1I0de to a

Nightingalell attempts to reconcile the private, self-enclosed realm of the 1I0de

to Psychell with the n~cessaryexistence of the empirical world: self and world

are explored simultan,eously in this more balanced portrayal of the aesthetic

process. The progres~ionfrom one ode to the next suggests that Keats's
I

conception of art is cij.anging; having described the artistic process as pure

subjectivity, he is now prepared to produce art derived from the world of

actuality.

Sperry sugg¢sts that the ode moves IIfrom mortality toward essence,

from image toward sYimbol, from time toward eternityll (267). 'The transition of
I

the nightingale from iinage into symbol is central to the poem's meaning, but

to say that the poem rPoves towards eternity and essence undermines the

speaker's return to his IIsole selfll and his acknowledgement of actuality and

process. It is only wh~n the speaker awakens to self-consciousness that

sensual beauty is subsumed by existential questions. There is no attempt to

answer these questionls, or to reconcile the numerous contradictions which

emerge in the text. Tlile constant movement from the speaker's confrontation
i

of tis self and the wo~ld of actuality to his desire for transcendence and

immortality prevents ~ny final resolution from taking place. Although each

stanza is pictorial, eitHer in effect or in method, there is a prolonged tension

between the immediately perceived, spatial phenomena and the speaker's

rational projections a~out their temporality and impending decay.

21 prefer to use the pronoun lIit,11 and not IIshe,1I in referring to the
nightingale. Before tHe bird has been concretized as an aesthetic object by a
perceiver, it lacks con*ciousness, will and identity. In calling it IIshe,1I
Dickstein and others, like the ode's speaker, endow it with qualities it does
not possess in itself.
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Just as therel is a recurrent ebb and flow between present sensuality
I

and the future effectslof time, so there is a shift between the bird as natural

creature and as imagi$ative symbol, and between huma.., experience as

beneficial and as limit~ng. Wasserman suggests that the speaker is seeking
,

happiness and ideality! which are "beyond his proper bound," since he is mortal,

"and thus he is left wit~ no standards to which to refer, or rather, with two

conflicting sets of sta~dards" (183). The speaker is unable to reconcile

actuality and transcen~ence;Wasserman believes that if his experience with the

nightingale was a mer6 vision, rather than a truth-ridden dream, "Keats had
I •

uttered his Everlasting No" (233) by revealing that beauty and truth, or

sensuality and essence~must be forevt~r separate. Tate, however, feels that in

including space and tiIhe, image and symbol, actuality and ideality--in short, all

aspects of human and aesthetic experience--Keats "at least tries to say

everything that poetry! can say" (168). By evoking contradictions between

thought and feeling, a*d by refusing to reconcile all dialectical opposites in

the poem, Keats is ap:garently not, as 'W'asserman suggests, uttering an

"Everlasting No." Rather, he invites the reader to synthesize the parts, and to

recognize each part asian ineradicable aspect of human life. In making no

absolute choices, and iP allowing no final resolution or closure to take place,

Keats leaves many ho~zons open to the reader.

Because of tije speaker's state of confusion and his suspended

judgment at the end off the ode, Vendler's view that the poem is inscribed "to

beauty rather than to truth, to sensation rather than to thought" (106) is

perhaps, like Wassermian's more pessimistic analysis, too categorica1.3 If one

3She writes that the "Ode to a Nightingale" is often considered "the most
personal, the most applarently spontaneous, the most immediately beautiful, and
the most confessional <)If Keats's odes" (83).
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accepts Tate's view that the ode attempts to say all that poetry can possibly
I

say, then one must al&o accept that the various spheres of experience

portrayed in the ode ~annotbe reconciled neatly.

Taking a phFnomenological approach to the "Ode to a Nightingale"
I

makes it possible to eixamine the relation between the speaker's consciousness,

that of the implied reiFJ.der, and that of the real reader. Moreover,comparisons

can be drawn between the speaker's grasping of the bird's song and each

reader's concretizatiop of the ode. However, the fact that the ode is so well

known and often meIltioned tends to impede a hermeneutical reading. It is

indeed difficult for usl, as readers, to II'formulate ourselves and -thus discover an

inner world of which fNe had hitherto not been conscious" (Act 158); we are so

familiar with the general meaning of the ode, and with Brown's anecdote about

its composition,4 that!it is almost impossible for us to be "played"

spontaneously by the pde, to experience it as something new, and to bracket

our "prejudices" aboUit the ode's meaning. As Iser explains l

Alien thougi1ts can only formulate themselves in our
consciousness when the spontaneity mobilized in us by the
text gains a gestalt of its own. This gestalt cannot be formed
by our own past and conscious orientations, for these could
not have awakened our spontaneity, and so it follows that the
conditioning influence must be the alien thoughts which we
are now thinking. (Act 158)

4Brown writes t~at
In the spring of 1819 a nightingale had built her nest near my
house. Keats felt a tranquil and continual joy in her song;
and one motning he took his chair from the breakfast-table to

Ithe grass-plC!Jt under a plum··tree, where he sat for two or
three hours. I When he came into the house, I perceived he
had some scraps of paper in his hand, and these he was
quietly thru&ting behind the books. On inquiry, I found those
scraps, four lOr five in number, contained his poetic feeling on
the song of IDur nightingale" (Keats Circle 2: 65).
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The fact that the readier may have strong "past and conscious orientations"

with respect to the "Olde to a Nightingale" does not mean that a

phenomenological re~ding of the poem is impossible. Rather, the reader must

make a more consciOl.!ls effort than usual to suspend her habitual impression of

the poem; she must r~main open to the alien thoughts of the text, carefully

balancing these with ner own preintentions about the meaning of the text.

Unlike the dther odes, which open by invoking their subject, the "Ode

to a Nightingale" begifIs with a portrayal of its drowsy, semi-conscious

speaker. Because thel speaker's consciousness and identity have been

suspended, and becaulse initially, there is no action or setting, the reader can

only grasp his generalIstate of mind in a void. As Wolfson points out, the

effect of "My heart adpes" is "that of 8L representative state of desire, rather

than of a personal peWlexity" (203).
I

I

The speake~'sdulled mllnd enables him to be "played" by the bird. His

drowsiness is ambigudus: it allows him to perceive the bird fully, but is also

dangerous, perhaps d~adly, as clues in the text, such as "My heart aches," the
I

hemlock, the sinking "!lLethe-ward," and even the double meaning of "plot,"

suggest to the reader. I The fact that the suspension of the self leads

potentially to both a Beneficial fusion of horizons, and to self-annihilation, is
i

one of the central par!adoxes of the ode. Gadamer believes that an artwork,

or any object which one intends to experience fully, must be concretized by

the perceiver in such ~ way that none of the object's essence is lost:

The presencle of the artwork to the interpreter is not an
immediacy that is given but one that is achieved: a work must
be performed. The task of performance is to mediate the
work in sucH a way that medium is not differentiated from
what is med~ated .... There must be an ecstasis out of
ourselves. CWeinsheimer 115)
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Thus, the perceiver must actively perform the task of concretizing the object,

but she must also mO'fe away from the self towards the object of perception.

Such an ecstasis apparently takes place in the first stanza of the "Ode to a

Nightingale." The speaker has performed the act of Husserlian epoche on his

own rational thoughts~ and so listens attentively to the bird's song. The

"drowsy numbness" is Iso extreme that it pains his senses, and he achieves

release from this inte!~sity by turning himself imaginatively towards the

nightingale.

The passivitY of the speaker"s mind as he receives the bird's song

suggests not only the danger of self-annihilation, but also his openness 'to new

horizons, expressed inl the poem's language of paradox--his aching heart is "too

happy," while numbne,ss "pains / My sense." The language, along with the

speaker's contradicto~desire to partidpate with empathy in the bird's song,

despite his preoccupation with his own drowsy self, generate a mood of

indeterminacy. The sweaker's unwillingness to define his world and his

receptivity are further; evidenced by the "almost at a point" state in this

stanza, "as Keats notes with the use of the suffix '-wards' in 'Lethe-wards III

(Green 29). The "sha~owsnumberless" (9) in the enclosed plot create a vague,

formless external settirtg which corresponds to the speaker's suspended state of

mind. The speaker dqes not impose any significance onto the bird; he merely
i

listens to it with openriess. As Vendler explains, '''Hearing' is here a

synecdoche for aesthetic receptivity at.tuned to one wholly beautiful expressive

form" (82).

Nevertheless!, the reader feells that the speaker's state of mind is too

passive and insensible Ito concretize the "work" properly, to express thebird's

singing in a form. The! reader is aware: of the speaker's gradual movement
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towards annihilation :!lnd death because of the hints embedded in the poem's

language, but the spe~er seems less aware of this danger. The ode uses the
I

strategy of delay; Wolfson notes that "The intelligence of the speaker, in fact,

lags behind the intelligence of the poem's language" (312). Questions of self-
I

annihilation and identity, of mortality and transcendent aesthetic grasping, are

suppressed by the sp~aker,who is engrossed in the nightingale's song. But

because of the linguis~ichints provided, the reader cannot suspend herself

completely, reproducfng the passive receptivity of the speaker's mind. Rather,

she begins her interpIietation, filling the gaps that exist between the speaker's

open state of mind arid the negative, deathward preintentions -evoked -by the

poem's language.

The reader begins the "task of performance" which is the
!

interpretation of the ~ext; in Stanza One, the speaker is not conscious enough

to perform this task oln the bird's song. He fuses his horizons With.those of

the nightingale, but h¢ is too entrance:d to mediate or concretize its song. In

the subsequent stanzas, he escapes into a private reverie, moving farther and

farther away from th~ actual bird. As Vendler explains, the entry into the

ode "is symbolized byia descent ... away from the 'higher' mind and toward

the 'lower region' of the senses" (83). Since the speaker banishes all mental

constructs from his mind in Stanza One, he cannot achieve a balance between
I

his self and the bird. ::He cannot concretize the nightingale's song properly;

rather, he attempts td escape into it.

The description of the speaker's initial haziness is followed by three

perplexing lines:

'ITis not through envy of thy happy lot,
1But being too happy in thine happiness
'['hat thou... (5-7)
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The reader expects to! see "I," and not "thou," in line seven. As Wolfson

points out; "The mistake, or at least confusion, forces us to realize that even

on the level of gramm:ar the nightingale's lot can never be known except as

the projection and co~positionof human consciousness" (315). The speaker

imposes human feelin:g,.-happiness--on his natural object, and later projects a

supernatural form onio it, calling it a i1light-winged Dryad of the trees" (7).

The speaker is no longer a passive receiver of phenomena: he puts an end to

his initial empathetic ~oiningwith the bird when he begins to endow it with

qualities it does not o~.

The speakeIi is the nightingale's audience, but he is also its creator,

because he imposes fcDrm and meaning on a natural creature which, in itself,

possesses neither tru* nor immortality. He is not mediating "the work in

such a way that mediu;m is not differentiated from what is mediated"

(Weinsheimer 115). Farallel to the speaker's relation to the bird is the

reader's relation to th¢ speaker. The reader is the speaker's audience, but

she, also, supplements the 'blind' speaker's experience, forming preintentions

about the text and responding to the linguistic hints and existential que:stions

provided by it. The r~adermust attempt to be a more open-minded audience

than the speaker; she must strive to complete the work in her own way, and

yet to let the text "play" her and exist as it is in itself.

In Stanza TV:vo, when the speaker attempts to "leave the world unseen"

and "fade away into the forest dim" (19-20), the reader remains detached from

him because his desir~ to escape consciollsness is self-willed-and artificial.

The speaker is appar~ntly trying to regain the drowsy state of mind he

possessed in Stanza One, when he experienced a transcendent union with the

bird. He longs for the numbness of intoxication and the self-enclosed,
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mythical world of Flor~ and Bacchus. 'The pastoral scene provides an
I
I

alternative to joining "'rith the bird--the "Provengal song" and the "sunburnt

mirth" (14) are perhap$ human versions of the nightingale's singing and its
I

"full-throated ease" (lID). The Proven~:al scene provides an imaginative vision
I

. I •

of humanity untaintedlby consciousness; suffering or mortality. Slich a vision

could become an actuJI temporary rea.lity, but as in Stan~a 6n~, the spe~ker is
• ! • .-

so preoccupied with hils ~esiJ;:e·t6 obliterate his identity by losing hims~lf to "

the senses that he is u~able to experience momentary happiness. ~nstead, he
I ' " .

wishes for satiety, evo~dng fulsome images which overpower the consciousness:
i .

he longs for vintage cdoled in the "deep-delved earth" (12); he insists 011 a full

beaker, "With beaded ~ubbleswinking at the brim" (17); and he wants "a

purple-stained mouth'l (18). The self-indulgent speaker perceives phenomena

only in terms of whetl1er they provides an effective escape from actuality. He
I

is so determined to fotget painful reality that he cannot see the potential
I
I

beauty and happiness ~hat lie right before him.

The speakerls inability to appreciate phenomena is revealed again in
I
I

Stanza Three. He addresses the real world of suffering and human mortality,
! •

Where palsy shakes a few, sad, last gray hairs,
Where y~uth grows pale, and spectre-thin, and dies.
(25-26) !

During his reflection ~n human existence, the speaker, whose rational mind has
I

now become fully aw~kened, insists on observing the differences, rather than
i

the similarities, betwe~n himself and the nightingale. "The weariness, the

fever, and the fret" (25) of the world are "Here" (24), with him; but they are

"What thou (the nigh~gale) among the trees hast never known" "(21). The
- I

speaker consciously p!psits a great divilsion between himself and the bird; his .

"rational mind can only "tum about" the bird, :and can no longer enter it.
" I
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Thus, he cannot undetstand the bird as it is in itself. Gadamer explains that

the purpose of interp~etationis the unification of parts which reach an

understanding between one another. "This between is the true locus of

hermeneutics" (Truth 1263). The search for commonality which forms the basis
I

of interpretation is always productive. Hecause he looks for differences

between himself and tpe bird rather than for similarities, the speaker's

understanding of it cap be neither complete nor productive.

The speakeri describes the world of human suffering and mortality as a

place "Where but to tlliilk is to be full of sorrow" (27). This pathetic,

hopeless view of life indeed does result from thought: the speaker's theoretical

musings on human exi~tenceprevent him from truly appreciating phenomena.

The assertion that consciousness is an important source of sadness "leads to

the fundamental choiqe, on which the ode turns, between unhappy

consciousness and the iunconsciousness of death" (Vendler 88). The speaker

does not seem to realize that he is unable to join with the nightingale because

he cannot remove rational constructs from his mind. The reader, however,
I

links the assertion in lipe 29 with the 'blind,' unaware state of the speaker. .
1

The speaker is not yet Iprepared to choose between unhappy awareness and the

self-annihilation of de~th. Instead, he continues to dwell on the world of

transience and mortali~y,

Whlere Beauty cannot keep her lustrous eyes,
Or hew Love pine at them beyond to-morrow.
(29t30)

Again, instead of appreciating Beauty and Love as the speaker in the "Ode to

Psyche" does, this spe~ker projects into the future, imagining the final

conclusion of the temRoral process; he realizes in a rational way that human

pleasure is necessarily :short-lived.
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In the fourtfu stanza the speaker rejects his thoughts about transience

and suffering, making another futile attempt to escape the world, this time "on
I

the viewless wings of Poesy" (33). Dickstein suggests that "Poesy" is "a refuge

from the pains of selfhood and actuality, rather than a tragic poetry of self

knowledge and the wildening of consciousness" (207). Vendler adds that it is

the poetry of pure sensation and springs from the "empathetic flight of the

Fancy" (90); Perkins calls it "visionary poetry," or even "fantasy" (250). Keats

makes it clear that thi~ fanciful kind of poetry is in direct opposition to "the

dull brain" which perplexes and retards (34). The speaker is aware of the

unwelcome presence of his brain at this point, but he cannot perform the act

of epoche on his rationality. In his discussion of visionary experiences in

Keats's poetry, Perkins explains that "If the dream or vision grounds itself in

impossibility, fact will ~ntrude, spoiling th~ satisfactions of the dream" (285).

The speaker's desire to share the nightingale's posited immortality is clearly

grounded in impossibi~ity, and so, thoughts of mortality and transience arise

inevitably. The speaker is left with two options: he can either accept

actuality, or he can attempt purposely to dull his mind in the hopes of

recreating the visionaIIY experience. The type of poetry evoked in Stanza Four

reveals the speaker's choice of the second option rather than the first.

The speaker lonce again focuses on the differences between his own

state and that of the b~rd when he exclaims, "~.<\1ready with thee! tender is the

night" (35). Wasserman joins Clyde S. Kilby in suggesting that "the

exclamation mark after 'thee' is not terminal" (198).5 In revealing that "the

5Wasserman adds that "Indeed, on one of the transcripts (E), the line
does read: "Already with thee tender is the night"; and the exclamation mark
seems to have been in~roducedto transfer the emphasis from "with," where
meter would normally tplace it, to "thee" (199).
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tender night is for the: nightingale alone" (Wolfson 315), the speaker makes the

natural division between them even greater. He is so eager to escape the

human realm of reasqn that he evokes the poetry of fantasy, and this "results

in two lines of futile onIament" (Bate 505). The reader must make a decision

concerning the tone o~ these fanciful lines:

And haply the Queen-Moon is on her throne,
Clmster'd around by all her starry Fays. (36-37)

They could be read as a description of the magical, transcendent state to

which the nightingale belongs. However:, the lines contrast so strongly with

Keats's subsequent presentation of the immediately-present world--the "here"--
. .

in which

there is no light
Save iWhat from heaven is with the breezes blown
ThrolIgh verdurous glooms and winding mossy ways-- (38-40)

that the reader is tempted to read lines 36-37 ironically. They seem to reflect

the frustration felt by the speaker when he realizes that poetry, like

forgetfulness and wine, is not a vehicle through which he can transcend his

human state. The triu(mphant "I will fly to thee" (31) can also be reread with

irony. The speaker has gained a bit of self-knowledge because he apparently

realizes the futility of pis past attempts to achieve immortality.

After gaining some personal awareness, the speaker concentrates once

more on the nightinga~e'ssong. The absence of light, the "verdurous glooms"
,

and the "winding mossy ways" suggest both the speaker's return to the

indeterminate, open state of mind portrayed in the first stan~a, and his

acceptance of the earthly world, his mvn place, in which he will now seek

some form of understa.nding. Now more self-aware, he can bracket his

rationality; thUS, he is prepared to enter into a dialogue with the phenomena

around him, actively p~rforming the task of concretizing what he perceives.
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The mood of indeter:ijJ.inacy is fully developed in the description of the bower

in Stanza Five. Bate explains that

For the firstl time in the ode we have a stanza in which all
that the poe~ is trying to escape is completely absent. The
liberation, as always, has come through a direct sympathetic
response to concrete reality. The strain and exclamations ...
disappear; tie is content to 'guess'; and the thick cluster of
classical assmciations used to reinforce the impossible
imaginative ~eap ... give way to naturalistic detail, firmly
imagined delspite the growing dark. (506)

The stanza begins with uncertainty--"I cannot see what flowers are at my
,

feet" (41)--and the reijider's imagi~ation is stimulated. The speaker fills in the

gaps; the last seven limes of the stanza ar,e loaded with sensuous, carefully-
.. -. .

described natural ima~es. Although the speaker cannot see, both literally and

figuratively, he impos~s forms of his own creation, defining and understanding

his ~orld. Vendler e~lains that the bower is the speaker's center of being,

"the center empowered by that 'greeting of the spirit' here represented by
,

'hearingl1l (89). The reader, whose task it is to concretize the work, is invited

to embark on her own. "voyage of conception." She, also, experiences the

ambiguous "embalmd:i darkness" (43), producing her own "guesses" and

recreating the scene Unaginatively.

The speaker~now more able: to appreciate short-lived, ephemeral

beauty, demonstrates Ian acceptance of temporal process in this stanza. The

natural beauties described spring from his sensed experience of the present,

but also from his memlory and from his projection into the possibilities of the

future. As in Stanza 1!'hree, Keats invokes the passage of time, "for it is time

in which dramatic conflict takes place" (Tate 171); he also adds the spatial

dimension. Rather thi3.n being seen as: destructive, process is now viewed as

natural and acceptable. Although Vendler claims that the bower's vulnerability
,

to time prevents "its offering any real escape" (86) from human hardships, the
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speaker's new acceptance of temporality suggests his openness to change and

indeterminacy. He has finally suspended his self again, and can now perceive

the beauty that surrounds him. He lets himself be "played" by the bird's song

and by the phenomena in the bower; he is almost prepared to return to his

habitual self.

The realm of the bower is full of ambiguity: "Embalmed" suggests the

speaker's integration ~th his world, but also death and submersion. Likewise,

by completing the temporal process, noticing the leaves which cover the "Fast

fading violets" (47), and linking the "coming musk-rose" with "The murmurous

haunt of flies on sunu:1p.er eves" (49-50), the speaker projects imaginatively into

the future, filling the b>lanks in a productive, Heideggerian way, but Keats is

again hinting subliminally that death and decay are inevitable. Vendler notes

that the mention of fli~s, although it makes the bower more complete, is an

"admission of a tryst with Death" (92)" On the other hand, Perkins explains

that the speaker's ability to express himself in poetry indicates his ability to

complete process imaginatively: 'Ithe capability of the imagination is dramatized
I

in the poetry" (250). Gadamer would say that by applying Gebilde, or form, to

a perceived event, thel concretization of the scene is not merely "play," but "a

play," which can now The represented and experienced by new "players," or

readers, allowing them, also, to experience the temporal process. For the first

time since Stanza On~, the speaker's mind is fused empathetically with his

world.

The darkness invoked at the beginning of Stanza Six acts as another

point of indeterminacy, making the ecstatic singing of the bird more poignant.

The speaker attempts ,to maintain his suspended state of mind by longing for

death, which brings al:1out the obliteration of rationality and consciousness.
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But with death there can be no more :self-knowledge and sensation. Soothing

death comes as an escape and a culmination of the speaker:s previous

ineffective attempts to ward off human suffering; it is "easeful," and has the

ability "To take into tme air my quiet breath" (54). The line "I have been half

iillove with easeful Death" (52) has been, as Jones explains, "emerging and

defining itself, swelling into reality, in the dark foetal safety and warmth and

utter enclosure of the Istanzas before and their 'winding mossy ways'" (215).

Death is another of tHe speaker's projections into the future--it is the filling

of a gap, speculation em an unborn possibility.

However, in'Stanza Six, the rational dimension of the speaket's

consciousness surfaces once again. Initially, the speaker is entranced by

death, longing for the oblivion it brings. Gradually, he awakens to the

present--no longer are past, present and future intertwined, as in the bower

scene. As the speakei projects forwards, arriving at the logical conclusion of .

his contemplation of death, he becomes fully conscious of his present:

Now mGre than ever seems it rich to die
To ceasy upon the midnight with no pain. (55-56)

Once again, the. speaker is divided from phenomena: the bird has a "soul," is in

"an ecstasy," and sings!a "high requiem" (57-60). The trance comes to an end

and "We witness the entrance of the philosophic mind" (Vendler 93). The

speaker is no longer being "humble," to use Poulet's term, before phenomena.

He is concretizing the bird1s song, without understanding the bird; Gadamer

would say there is too much distance between the medium a~d what is

mediated. The nightin.gale is natural; its song is natural. But by applying

transcendent, philosophic concepts to it, the speaker makes the bird into an

artificial construct. He is similar to a bad reader because he is not open to
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the bird itself. He us~s the bird as a symbol through which he can perform

the task of excessive ~elf-examination.

The reader stands outside of the speaker's death-wish, noticing instead

the contrast between the speaker's openness to potential yet transient beauty

in Stanza Five and his! rather regressive, self-indulgent desire for death in

Stanza Six. Moreove]', at this point, the reader reads the previous stan.zas

retrospectively, filling'in gaps left open during her process of reading. She

has been prepared by: ambiguous hints about death, such as "hemlock," "deep

delved earth," "youth grows spectre-thin and dies," the darkness, the fading

flowers and the "haunt of flies," and so, she is not surprised by the 'speaker's

yearning for death.

By line 60, the speaker's reason has led him to realize that if he dies,

he will never, in fact, jloin with the nightingale: he will "To thy high requiem

become a sod." Thus,:he rejects his desire for oblivion and prepares to return

to life with a new acceptance of transience and process. He must, then,

banish from his mind the artificial image of the nightingale which he himself

has produced. He begins his rejection of artificiality by mentioning, once

again, the differences between himself and the bird:

Thou wast not born for death, immortal Bird!
No liungry generations tread thee down. (61-62)

Dickstein notes that the "hungry generations II are "both victims and agents:

they do the treading tOo though they themselves are eventually trod upon"

(214). Keats returns to the concept of process described in the bower scene,

but this time, it is a human process he refers to, perhaps now with less

anguish and more acceptance than in the third stanza. The difference between

the speaker and the bird is now seen as natural, and not to be lamented: he

no longer feels the need to join with the bird. The subsequent "list of
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putative audiences for the bird's song" (Vendler 93) suggests that the
,

nightingale's song, or a~t in general,can provide amusement or consolation.

Art relates to humanit~ and to the various moods of human life; it is flexible

and changing. Its recipient, also, unlike: the speaker in this ode, must

.therefore be open and receptive.

The bird's song, which is here a synecdocheIor all art, has often·
• I •

,

Charln'd magic casements, opening onthe foam
Of perilous seas, in faery lands forlorn. (69-70)

This .image of openness and revelation, which echoes those. in the last stanza

of the "Ode to Psyche,", indicates that art provides its recipient with insights

into the mysteries of human life. In evoking the "perilous seas," the speaker

transfers human elements to the mythical realm, and suggests that art has

relation and significande to the actualities of mortal existence, to hardship and

suffering. Art also acts: as a link between historical settings and between

different readers; it wo~ks in the same way as Gadamerian culture or tradition,

uniting all historical horizons and providing the individual with a greater

understanding of her present.
,

Art, howeveri is always in danger of becoming illusion. This point

was dramatized in the dJde itself, in which a natural phenomenon was reified,
I

through the perceiver'sl concretization of it, into an immortal being with

emotions and intentioI1!s. The speaker points out that although art may bring

joy, comfort, or intersulbjective unity, it in part belongs in the "faery lands

forlorn" (70). These lapds are forlorn because they are empty of human
,

content: "they are not (ilt all for man" (Bate 509); they are "opening onto a

perilous sea harboring po vessel" (Vendler 94).. However, the "faery lands

forlorn" also evo~e the:mysterious,.unknowable ~spect of hllman life, and
,

remind the reader that'the realm of art is transcendent and unattainable;
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Wasserman writes th~t the lands "are the mystery, but they cannot be peopled

by mortals, for human existence involves an ignorance of the mystery even

though the mystery is Ithe central principle of man's life" (218). Perkins sees

the faery lands as mote negative than the other critics do, as "a place which

may represent a destructive illusion" (355). Vendler, also, reads the line as a

comment on the potential danger of art, which apparently has no moral

content and is indiffeItent to humanity: "It is available to us only in a moment

of sensual trance in which we suspend intelligence and consciousness of our

suffering human lot" (:95). However, this interpretation conflicts with t.he

assertion in Stanza Se'ven that art brings amusement and consolation to the

emperor, the clown and Ruth. Thus, Keats appears to be suggesting that art

is useful and beneficial, but only if it is not seen as existing in a different

realm, as immortal, transcendent and unattainable.

The perceiver of art must participate in the formulation of the work,

making it her own, entering into a dialogue with it. She must see similarities,

not merely differences, between her self and the work; in doing so, she

returns to her habitual self. Gadamer explains that

The work of iart that says something confronts us itself. That
is, it expresses something in such a way that what is said is
like a discovery, a disclosure of something previously
concealed ....:the experience of art is experience in a real
sense and milist master ever anew the task that experience
involves: the Itask of integrating it into the whole of one's
own orientat~on to a world and one's self-understanding. The
language of art is constituted precisely by the fact that it
speaks to the self-understanding of every person, and it does
this as ever ~resent and by means of its own contempora-
neousness. (Hermeneutics 101-02) .

Although the speaker in the "Ode to a Nightingale" has difficulty in seeing the

bird as it is in itself, he;ultimately allows it to reveal something to him; he

thereby achieves some degree of self-awareness.
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After reflecting on the danger of art becoming illusory, the speaker,

in Stanza Eight, awaklens to reality and to his "sole self" (72). "Forlorn" tolls

like a bell, creating another blank to be filled by the reader, who thinks of

both human mortality and the awakening of the self. The speaker now sees

his situation in a new way. He rejects the fantasy and the illusion of art, and

he understands the fultility of his attempts to escape pain and mortality:

the fancy cannot cheat so well
As she is fam'd to do, deceiving elf. (73-74)

At the moment of his irealization about the deceitful nature of Fancy, the

nightingale, also, is freed. It is no longer the "immortal Bird!1l (61); liberated

from the speaker's rigid mind, it becomes once again a natural creature. Only

when the bird is seen for what it really is can the speaker come home to his

true self. Vendler beUeves that "The cessation of the nightingale's music is

Keats's first major metaphor in the odes for that disillusion which follows the
I •

physIcal embodiment of Fancy in act and artifact" (83). )3ut when the

nightingale flies away,: the speaker returns to reality, which he now sees in a

new way.

Nevertheless, the last six lines of the poem are ridden with confusion

and ambiguity. Whenithe bird leaves, the speaker's illusory vision of it is not

altogether shattered, qecause he refers to its "plaintive anthem" (75), once

again endowing it with emotions and a purpose. In opposition, the bird's song

is "bullied deep" (76), asituation which undermines the postulated immortality

of the bird, and suggests the speaker's realization that this actual bird's song

is not eternal and tran$cendent, but momentary and fleeting, like all natural

beauties. The speakeI1, at this point, sees the bird both as the symbol he has

created, and as the na~ural creature it really is.
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The speakei then notices the 'freed' bird "In the next valley-glades"

(78), suggesting that the bird's song~ in fact, immortal since it will be

perc1eived, in the future, by others. The bird's song, although "buried," is not

over:, but it requires the attention of a new perceiver in the next glade to

bring it once again into new life. Paradoxically, though, the bird's spatial and

temporal movement itt a sense denies its immortality. Thus, in these lines, the

speaker cannot differentiate between symbol and fantasy on the one hand and

reality and recognitiom. on the other. His concretization of the bird's song

merges with his oWn intense self-questioning.

The speake~'sconfusion is further revealed by the two unanswered

questions with which ~he ode closes:

Was itla vision, or a waking dream?
Fled is! that music: -Do I wake or sleep? (79-80)

The speaker has learned little: he feels that art is merely a trick, and yet,

that the temporal world is undesirable, and so he remains forlorn and empty.

The reader, however,,is left to contemplate the speaker's experience, and to

distinguish vision from reality, the imposed artificial form from the actual bird.

Sperry suggests that the questions which conclude the ode "seek to

reduce the life and potentiality of the verse, its continuity and infinite

suggestiveness, to the value of a logical abstraction by forcing on it the alien

methodology of 'either/ orlll (267). He believes the questions reflect the

speaker's movement, in the ode, away from intuitive grasping towards common

sense. Vendler agrees that the concluding stanza represents the speaker's

"exit from sensation and beauty into thought and selfhood" (95). There is

indeed a great deal of'self-ret1ection in the final stanza, as well as a return

to the human realm of time and space. But the questions remain unanswered-

it is up to the reader to decide whether the speaker's experience was a
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deceitful illusion or a real glimpse of the mystery. The reader must ask

herself whether the speaker's inability to experience the vision now represents

"an awakening into reality or a lapse into insensibilityll (Perkins 255).

The speaker' prepares to return to reality, having rejected death and

insensibility and, we feel, having come closer to an acceptance of change and

process. The "Ode to ,a Nightingale" raises many questions about the

concretization of artworks, their purpose, and about how one must envision

mortality and human process. None of these questions is answered oVlertly.

The reader draws her 'own meaning from the ode, just as the speaker

concretized the bird's song in his own way. Neither the actual bird nor-the

created symbol reaches the foreground: the ode ends on an open, interrogative

~ .... Bote-. Nevertheless, tl:]le nightingale's song has spoken intimately to the

speaker, as it will speak to each new rleader of the ode, altering the familiar.

To use Gadamer's words, the artwork is not only significant because of the

recognition it brings, the "'This art thou!' disclosed in a joyous and frightening

shock; it also says to us, 'Thou must alter thy life!'" (Hermeneutics 104).

(iii) "Ode on a Grecian Urn"

Like the "Ode to a Nightingale," the "Ode on a Grecian Urn" examines

the relationship betwe;en the perceiving subject and the aesthetic object which

"playsll her, and between the transcendent realm of art and the experiential

world of human life. The obvious difference between the two odes is that

while the former is adpressed to a living symbol from the natural environment,

the latter is about a fixed, ancient artwork. In the "Ode to a Nightingale,"

the speaker,jnconcre~izingthe bird's song, projects characteristics onto the
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nightingale that it does not actually possess--purpose, emotion, aesthetic

intention and immortality. However, the movement from image to symbol, from

immanence to transc~ndence,is reversed in the "Ode on a Grecian Urn": the

speaker initially appreciates the urn's eternity, but later realizes the value of

the human world of transience and evanescent beauty.

The "Ode on a Grecian Urn" is particularly susceptible to a

phenomenological re~Ldingbecause of the paradoxes and the indeterminacy that

lie within the text. Bate explains that liThe essence of the urn is its

potentiality waiting to.be fulfilled" (511). Pollard notes that "In this ode it is

silence that speaks" (413)--the poem dramatizes the hermeneutical·"between,"

the silence constituting the meeting of the eternal urn and the speaker's

suspended self. The ode's speaker is much more unobtrusive, confident and

open than the one in the "Ode to a Nightingalell
; .he does not long for slelf

annihilation, but truly ~ets himself be "played" by the urn, and later grapples

with the new questions that have arisen through his experience with it.

John Jones daims that in this ode, Keats attempts Ilto write a Grecian

Urn" (220). As in the "Ode to a Nightingale," significant parallels exist

between the speaker's!concretization of the object and the reader's approach

to the poem. The reader is involved in the speaker's visionary experience;

with the speaker, she gains self-recognition, and her familiar world is alltered.

Yet, she must also bring the text into a new existence, fusing her personal

transformation with tHe eternal, fixed text. The Classical urn, like the text of

the ode, is perpetually reified as each new reader brings it into her own

present. As Fisher exwlains, the "Ode on a Grecian Urn" speaks "self

consciously about histQry and the historical relation" (88).



The urn is similar to the symbol the nightingale becomes after it has

been concretized. The bird is natural in its own right, but immortal when a

listener projects inten~ions onto it. The urn is artificial in its own right" but

it speaks to and depicts human beings. The two "artworks" participate both in

the realm of art and in that of humanity. Bate explains that

Aloof from the brevity and sharp claims of human life, the
urn is not onilY freer but also more limited: freer to advance
the message it does in a way that no human being could
confidently do, and yet, as a work of art, limited to the realm
in which its message applies.. (518)

The urn is an object of fascination to the speaker, and, presumably, to Keats

as poet, because it has the capacity to exist simultaneously in the two ri~alms

of experience, necessarily separate to human beings.

The reader is guided by the speaker, who tells her what to look at on

the urn. However, she also has a more active role: she must not only attempt

to transcend the spea~er's subjective interpretation of the urn, seeing it for

herself, but she must also make certain evaluative judgments about the:

speaker's interpretatidn. The reader is constantly torn between her attempt at

objectivity and her o~ subjective preintentions, between what Iser refers to

as observation and inviolvement, and what Bergson calls turning about an

object versus enteringlit. The speaker's perception of the urn is parallel to

each reader's approach to the poem; the two levels of interpretation

occasionally converge" but sometimes remain distant.

The urn contains many paradoxes, which reflect its indeterminate

meaning. For instance, it is silent--a "bride of quietness" (l)"--and yet it is a

"Sylvan historian" (3) which speaks a message. It is an artwork, but it depicts

human life. The figures on the frieze are both static in their being and

fluctuating in their becoming. Thus, the urn is incomplete, and yet belongs to
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eternal "slow time" (2). The reader studies the urn's numerous paradoxes,

which point to the conflicting values of life and art, of immanence and

transcendence. Yet, she must also try to participate freely in the urn's being:

the simultaneous existence of the work and the text constitutes the

paradoxical nature oigood reading.

The "Ode on a Grecian Urn," then, examines the paradoxical: nature of

art, perception and reading. In Stanza One, the speaker sees the urn a.s a

whole. He is outside Qf it, and asks general, objective questions about its

function and its relatiCDn to history: "\Vhat men or gods are these? Wha.t

maidens loth?" (8). The disjunctive la.nguage--the interrogative mode and the

use of the conjunction "or" four times in the first stanza--establishes the

indeterminate nature of the urn.

During the first stanza, the reader is limited to the same dista.nced

perspective as the speaker; she can only turn about the urn, preparing to be

told its "flowery tale," its "leaf-fringed legend" (4-5). But at the same time,

her mind is awakened,by the series of questions posed to the urn (8-10).

Preintentions form in her mind about the urn's meaning and message.

However, at this point, neither the speaker nor the reader has fused with the

urn, which has not yetbeen entered, or foregrounded, by the perceiving mind.

A mood of "expectation," and not of "baffled incomprehension" (Harding 99), is

evoked by the speaker's undefined introduction of the urn.

In Stanza Two, the audience is able to enter the urn when sensual

music is replaced by a more spiritual silence--"the essence of sound" (Burke

449)--found in the "ditties of no tone" (14). The silence, like the darkness in

the "Ode to a Nightingale," obliterates all distractions and stimulates the

imagination; there is only the sound of the verse itself, which "mediate[s] the
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work in such a way that medium is not differentiated from what is mediated"

(Weinsheimer 115). The speaker brackets all rational questions, and the

resulting serene silence allows the urn to come into being and to achieve the

foreground in the per~eiver'smind.

The speaker ifocuses only on the visual phenomena before him, giving

himself to the "Fair youth" (15) piping: beneath the trees, and the young

lovers. These images, and the specific frieze, are foregrounded; a mutual

dialogue is established between the speaker's imagination and the figures on

the urn. Pollard explains that the speaker, "in the moodlessness of indolence,

has taken on the idendty of the urn, annil1ilating his own" (50).' He is now at

one with the urn, so that there is no division between self and other, between

his imagined perception of the scene and the events and characters depicted

on the urn. There is also, at this point, very little division between the

speaker and the reade~, although there is some, since the reader is observing

the speaker observing the urn. But the speaker enters the urn, and the reader

enters the speaker's imaginative recreation of it. As Poulet explains, "Reading

involves the falling away of barriers between you and [the text]. Yau are

inside it; it is inside you; there is no longer either outside or inside" (54).

However, after the hermeneutical "between" that reconciles subject and

object has been establIshed, the paradoxes of the urn become more important,

increasing the distances between the urn and the speaker, the speaker and the

reader. The ambiguity of the theme and images in the ode evokes Merleau

Ponty's discussion of the phenomenological paradox of immanence and

transcendence. He wnites that

the things which I see are things for me only under the
condition that they always recede beyond their immediately
given aspect$. Thus there is a paradox of immanence and
transcendem:e in perception. Immanence, because the
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perceived otpject cannot be foreign to him who perceives;
transcendence, because it always contains something more than
what is actui;illy given.... [Perception] requires both this
presence and this absence. (16)

An object from the e*ernal world initially can be experienced as a pure

perception, or else as a transcendent, complete object; it can be felt, or

thought. In transcendlent grasping, the mind fills in the gaps which are

missing from the immanent perception, arriving finally at a more complete

understanding of the perceived object.

The concept! of immanence and transcendence is particularly applicable

to the "Ode on a Grecian Urn," in which the tension between actuality and
.' -' .

immortality is central. The linguistic paradoxes in the poem, such as

"unravish'd bride," "foSter-child," "Cold Pastoral" and "peaceful citadel," express

the main philosophical paradox of the: urn: the conflict between beautiful art,

which is by nature arti[icial, and human life, which involves hardship but is

experienced immediately. In describing the scene on the frieze, the speaker

sees it as a realistic sc4ne with which he identifies, but he is also aware of

its status as art. The poem's images, then, are constantly shimmering, being

first immanent, then t~·anscendent. In Stanza Two, for instance, the images of

the leaved trees, the f~ozen lover and the fair girl are imprinted directly on

the passive, accepting mind of the speaker, who joins with the urn in an

empathetic way, just as the speaker in the "Ode to a Nightingale" fuses with

the bird's song in the fjrst stanza. The last four lines of the second stanza

reveal the speaker's ability to appreciate the present in itself: without

projecting onto a changing future or reflecting on the past. As Kenneth

Burke explains, these lines define "an eternal prolongation of the state just

prior to fulfi1ment--not exactly arrested ecstasy, but rather an arrested pre-

ecstasy" (449-50).
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In Stanza Three, however, the images become transcendent when the

speaker begins to fill i!n some gaps as he is now more aware of the existential

implications of the immanent images described in Stanza Two. The speaker

confronts the same images, but adds his own mental constructs and value

judgments to them. He realizes, for example, that being and becoming are

identical states for the figures; the piper is "For ever piping songs for ever

new" (24). There is nID completion, no coming to an end, and no change in

the world depicted on the urn's frieze.The speaker calls this scene "happy,

happy"; at the beginning of Stanza Three, he is caught up in the art/life

paradox, and he accepts it. But, like the speaker in the "Ode to a "

Nightingale," his ratio]jlal mind leads him to consider the difference between

himself and the bold hDver, rather than merely identifying with him.

Therefore, it is no longer possible for the speaker to experience the figures on

the urn in an empathetic, unselfconscious wa.y.

Once the speaker begins to perceive the figures in a more rational,

thoughtful way, he sees love as a frantic but frozen emotion, "for ever panting

and for ever young" (~7). The speaker realizes that 'art-love' is far above, or

removed from, "breathing human passion" (28). He is somewhat more advanced

than the speaker in the "Ode to a Nightingale," who at first rejects the real

and then continues his fruitless attempts to join with the bird and to share its

supposed immortality. The speaker in the "Ode on a Grecian Urn" recognizes

the illusion of art as he rejects the artificial view of love portrayed on the

urn, refusing to ignore the "burning forehead and a parching" tongue" (30),

which, although less pleasant than the eternal joy depicted on the frieze,

actually accompany love in the real world.



When the speaker puts the images he perceives into question, seeking

their complete, transcendent meaning and rejecting their immanence, a great

deal of distance is established between himself and the urn. The reader, in

turn, becomes separate, both from the urn and from the speaker. She now has

a new role to play: from about line 25 on, she must evaluate the speakl::r's

more transcendent interpretation of the urn. At the same time, the good

reader exercises negative capability, trying to glimpse the urn and its message

in an immanent way.

The reader is called on to make decisions concerning the speaker's

tone. The poet describes the scene as. "happy, happy." The reader wonders if

the speaker is expressling his genuine, ecs.tatic merging with the immanent urn,

which human language can only express imperfectly, through repetition, or

whether the lines should be read ironically: since the boughs are trapped in

spring, the piper can never end his song, and the lover remains "For ever

panting," surely they qan only be the opposite of "happy." The words "happy,

happy" are reread iro11ically, in retrospect, after the speaker has rejected the

artificiality of the urn.

The repetition of "happy" also parallels the trapped, static condition of

the figures. The reader must not only judge the nature of the speaker's tone,

but she must also make decisions on the syntactical level. Susan Wolfson

points out that "All br:eathing human passion far above" (28) is purposely

problematic; it invitesl a phenomenological reading by first promoting, then

subverting, the union of "happy love" and "human passion" (323)., The poem,

like the urn, constantl~ resists interpretation. Thus, the speaker, who

attempts to understa:dd the urn, and the reader, who tries to interpret the

poem, both must wrestle with the same paradoxes and ambiguities.
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In Stanza Four, the speaker again asks theoretical questions, returning

to the interrogative mode of Stanza One when he was outside of the urn. The

sacrificial scene presents the reader with a mystery; like the speaker, she

wonders who is perforrming the sacrifice and why. The reader is called on to

speculate on the origim of the figures and the meaning of the ritual.

Preintentions form in her mind as she provides hypothetical answers to the

questions raised by the speaker. The speaker imagines the empty home-town

of the figures, from wmch "not a soul to tell / Why thou art desolate can e'er

return" (39-40). He cannot easily acce:pt indeterminacy, being unwilling to

remain "in uncertainties, Mysteries, doubts." The speaker, like-the one in the

"Ode to a Nightingale," tries to make rational, causal judgments about the

phenomena he perceives. If the speaker's perception of the urn had been more

immanent at this point, and less logical, he might have been 'able to see the

sacrificial scene as a U11ification of the actual realm and the spiritual oIlle, as a .

conflation of an immanent and a transcendent approach to human existence.

However, the speaker's application of human logic to the scene

indicates that he believes in the existence of the figures. The fact that he

asks of them questions which are grounded in the human world, although he

recognizes the fundamental artificiality of the urn, suggests that he accepts

the illusion of art. In Stanza Four, both the speaker and the reader are torn

between what Iser call~ subjective illusions and the alien associations of the

text. Despite his partial involvement, the speaker has lost the state of

unproblematic, pure union with the urn he experienced in Stanza Two. His

self comes noticeably close to the foreground of the aesthetic experience.

Georges Pou~et stresses the importance of suspending the self during

the reading process. 'Vhe work of art becomes "a sort of human being," "a
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mind conscious of itself and constituting itself in me as the subject of its own

objects" (59). The reader, then, is a nlecessary audience who bestows being on

the text, but she must also exercise negative capability, letting the text, not

her own mind, be in tHe foreground. The reader's dual role is closely nelated

to the speaker's changing perception of the images on the urn: the speaker

first accepts the images as immanent, and later dissects them in a

transcendent way. They are first immanent, and then transcendent. A careful

balancing process must take place between the two modes of perception.

Such balancing is necessary in the interpretation of art. Burke

explains that "In imagery there is no negation, or disjunction. Logically, we

can say 'this or that,' 'tfuis, not that.' In imagery we can say 'this and that,

'this with that,' 'this-that,' etc." (456). Similarly, Gadamer's hermeneutic:

circle reveals the impqrtance, during interpretation, of letting contradictory

parts be subsumed by the holistic meaning of the work. Burke and Gadamer .

echo Keats's dictum tHat lithe excellence of every Art is its intensity, capable

of making all disagreeables evaporate, from their being in close relationship

with Beauty & Truth" (Letters 1: 192). The speaker and the reader mUlst strive

for a holistic outlook im which different perspectives and modes of inter

pretation are reconciled.

By the end of Stanza Four, however, the speaker has been carried

away by his own questions; he has even left the urn behind. He cannot

recapture his union with the urn through reason, and so experiences a

momentary loss of idei1tity. The desolate silenc.e of the town's streets

suggests lack of meaning and the absence of union. It is unlike the spiritual

silence--the silence beyrond language and reason--evoked in Stanza Two. The
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reader is invited to interpret the four different mentions of silence in the ode,

which reflect the chaIliging moods and manner of perception of the speaker.

In Stanza Five, the speaker again perceives the urn as a whole, as he

did in the first stanza, but the urn now has a new transcendent meaning

which was both obscuted, and retrospectively brought about, by the poet's

focusing on the single frieze. The individual figures have now receded, and

are only "marble men .and maidens" (42). The urn is called an "Attic shape!", a

"Pair attitude!" (41): the speaker is stm trying to put it into a historical and

aesthetic context so that he can understand it in rational terms. The urn

remains transcendent in itself, though, and the speaker finally admits that the

"silent form" "dost tease us out of thought / As doth eternity" (44-45).

Perceivers cannot understand the urn, as they cannot grasp eternity, from the

standpoint of reason and sequence--or "normal history." Rather, they must

accept its own 'more nllythical history, and must "bracket" all questions from

the human world, as much as possible" As Wolfson writes,

The urn befriends its beholders the way Keats's rhyme does-
by encoura~ngtheir imaginative activity. We come to value
its artistry nqt so much by what it yields to thought as by
what it does to thought--provoking questions and refusing to
confirm any :sure points and resting places for our reasonings"
(326)

Like the bird in the "Ode to a Nightingale," the urn remains ambiguous and

indefinable, because af the speaker's constant vacillation between an immanent

and a transcendent perception of it.

The perceiver's dual perspective must be kept in mind when one turns

to the controversial cqncluding statement, IllBeauty is truth, truth beauty,'--

that is all / Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know" (49-50). The

interpretation of these lines is so problematic that the reader is forced to

participate further in the formulation of the poem's meaning as her role, at
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this point, becomes necessarily a very active one. She must make som~~

decisions on the editorial level, since there has been much discussion about

whether the quotation marks belong around only "Beauty is truth, truth

beauty," or around the entire two lines.6 Moreover, the reader must decide

whether the words are spoken by the poet to the urn, by the poet to the

figures on the urn, by the poet to the reader, or by the urn to the speaker or

to the reader.7 The editorial question, and the problem of identifying the

speaker and the addressee of these words, are determined and subsumed by

one's interpretation of the lines and of how they correspond to the meaning of

the ode as a whole. In the fifth stanza, the speaker has achieved a"balance

between his immanent and his transcendent perception of the urn. He:

recognizes that the urn is a frozen artwork--it is eternal, "Cold," a "silent

form"--and yet, it also has a human dimension, being a "Fair attitude!," a

representation of a natural, "Pastoral" scene, and a "friend to man" (48). The '

speaker allows the urn's meaning to surface; he suspends rational questions but

he also brings the message into being, articulating it in form. Thus, there is

little division between the speaker and the urn in this moment of perfect

concretization, and so it is impossible--and, perhaps, irrelevant--for one to

question whether the message is spoken by the urn or by the speaker.

The simple, )ret difficult, statement can be interpreted by the reader

in either an immanent or a transcendent way. Viewed from an immediate,

6Stillinger explains that "In Brown's transcript the penultimate line reads
"Beauty is Truth, -Truth Beauty, -that is all" and the Annals text has "Beauty
is Truth, Truth Beauty. -That is all" (neither contains the quotation marks
around "Beauty ... beauty" that are unique to the third of the authoritative
texts, that of 1820, foUbwed in this volume)" (Complete Poems 470).

7Stillinger outlines each position briefly in Appendix III of The
Hoodwinking of Madeline, 167-173.
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worldly perspective, the suggestion that beauty is truth, and that this is all

one knows or must know, is foolish, as a number of critics have claimed.

Murry, for example, believes that the urn's message is, "of course, in the

literal and grammatical sense, untrue!" (76). Harding sees the message as

"cryptic, blank, and essentially uninterpretable" (100); Jones considers it

"opaque and almost featureless" (84). Tate summarizes the position of those

who do not accept the statement:

Truth is not '!beauty, since even art itself cannot do more with
death than preserve it, and the beauty frozen on the urn is
also dead, since it cannot move. This 'pessimism' may be
found as easily in the poem as Keats's comforting paradox.
(180)

Readers who reject the urn's message are ones who place much emphasis on

the speaker's rejectioI1l of the urn's artificiality. Seen in this light, it would

make sense to say that the ode, which favours the actual world, can only be

"on" a Grecian Urn, unlike the "Ode!2-a Nightingale," which does not contain'

a complete, emphatic rejection of art, but a wistful acknowledgement of its

belonging to a realm other than the human one.

Yet, the speaker has learned, through the urn, a "friend," to accept

mortality and to appreciate transient beauty. Perceived from a more

transcendent perspective, the urn's message generates a kind of unity between

the two spheres of human existence--the worldly and the spiritual--which is

beyond logic and thought. Fisher notes that the urn can "participate in two

realms of thought sim:l!1ltaneously and bind perceptions in one realm to those in

another" (91). Sperry adds that the statement lies on

the periphery of the poem, partly inside and partly outside the
poetic process, just at the point where sensation, speculation,
the language of poetry begins to give way to the process of
logical analysis, the language of thought. (274)
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The urn's statement, seen from a transcendent point of view, is

beneficial because it links the immediate world of flux and hardship with the

"reality to come" of which it is a mere "Shadow." The urn consoles the human

reader, intimating "that we shall enjoy ourselves here after by having what we

called happiness on Earth repeated in a finer tone..." (Letters 1: 185). It

reminds the reader of her eternity and her spiritual nature, and yet

simultaneously depicts the fleeting pleasures of human life. Gadamer notes

that "the beautiful must always be understood ontologically as an 'image'"

(Truth 443). He believes that beauty "serves as a symbol of other-worJIdly

truth, the fundamental truth achieved in the interpretive sciences"

(Weinsheimer 257). The appearance of beauty is a 'human-world' manifestation

of truth; when seen in a transcendent way, beauty reveals the presence, and

the absence, of an intangible, spiritual realm. "The event of the beautiful and

the hermeneutical process both presuppose the finiteness of human life" (Truth

442), and they are both imperfect, concrete embodiments of those eternal

truths which cannot be glimpsed by mortals.

Thus, the ode's message can be read immanently, as an untrue

statement revealing tne illusory nature of art and favoring the actuality of the

present, sensed world. Or, it can be interpreted in a more transcendent way,

as an attempt to recortcile the two spheres ofhuman experience in an all

encompassing whole. The reader, like the ode's speaker, strives to balance

these two modes of interpretation. She is left in a state of indeterminacy,

torn between the fammar and the unknown mystery, yet taught by the urn's

message to accept paradox and uncertainty.
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Compared to the introverted speaker in the "Ode to Psyche," the

entranced speaker striving for immortality in the "Ode to a Nightingale,," and

the ambivalent perceiv,erof the GreCian Urn, the speaker in the "Ode on

Melancholy" is confident and possesses a considerable amount of self

knowledge~ He has come to terms with human existence and its paradoxes; he

•can understand and recognize "Veil'd M:elancholy" in her "sovran shrine" (26).
I

He has learned that "'Jihe answer is not to dodge the melancholy through

oblivion, but to experience through it" (Perkins 287). To put it another way,

he has come to accept what Gadamer ealls'negative experience,' in which the.

perceiver revels in and! learns from all newness:

the negativity of experience has a curiously productive
meaning. It i~ not simply a deception that we see through
and hence make a correction, but a comprehensive knowledg.~

that we acquire.... [We] gain through [the object] better
knowledge mDt only of itself, but of what we thought we knew
before. (Tnlth 317)

The speaker in the "O~e on Melancholt is secure enough to give hims(~lf

entirely to new experiences.
I

Unlike the speakers in the other odes, the speaker in the"Ode on
I

Melancholy" does not f.lescribe retrospectively a recent experience in which the

familiar was altered; rather, he tries to articulate his views on modes of
I

experience and emotiqnal states. An undefined addressee is advised and

counselled by the speaker in the first two stanzas: "No, no, go not to Lethe,1I

"But when the melancholy fit shall fall," "Then glut thy sorrow" on A, H, Cor

D. In the third stanza the speaker reflects pn his. personal experiences and on

the relation between Melancholy and JBea~ty; in doing so, he provides a

justification for his prelvious admonishmeI1;ts to.the addressee.. It is unclear

who the intended addI1essee ·actually is: he could be an ·embodiment of the

. implied reader construct, which allows the reader to enter the text and to
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share the speaker's experience; but he could also be the speaker's own self, in

which case the ode would become more personal and confessional, and so more

like the other odes. If the advice is self-addressed, then the speaker is trying

to quell his insecurities and to convinc:e himself that flux and process are

acceptable. The addressee's identity remains ambiguous throughout the ode;

however, this uncertainty establishes a link between the speaker and the

reader, both, potentiaUy, addressees, who face the problem of human transience

together.

As Stillinger explains, "At one time (but not, as is usually reported, in

the earliest version) the poem had an additional stanza at the beginning, to

introduce the other three" (Poems of John Keats 470). The cancelled stanza is

uncharacteristic of the odes in general because it uses extremely grotesque,

horrific images. The g,peaker explains to the addressee that Melancholy cannot

be found if one seeks her out actively:: one cannot invoke her by building "a

bark of dead men's bones," or by stitching a sail with "groans," "bloodstained

and aghast." This stanza uses mythological, supernatural images, such as the

"Dragon's tail," "the skull / of bald Medusa" and the goddess Melancholy to

infer first, that Melancholy is to be found in the world of actuality, and

second, that a melancJb.olic state cannot be solely self-induced through the

imagination.

Vendler suggests that this stanza "describes a heroic quest" and that

"Though Keats reject¢d this stanza, he kept in his ode the notion of the

questing activity of a Bewly strenuous hero" (157). But although the quest is

heroic, it is also doomed and dismal. vVhile the ode as a whole progresses

onward to a full conception of life and a reconciliation of opposites, this

stanza heads towards death and oblivion. One of the reasons for the sterility



and bleakness of the cancelled stanza is that it is too self-enclosed. The

quester, like the speaker in the "Ode to a Nightingale," is trying too hard to

generate a mood and to create a symbol. The abundance of active verbs in

this stanza, such as "build," "rear," "stitch," "fill," are indicative of the

quester's overly-eager stance. He is not passive before his world, a fact

emphasized by the gradual elimination of the active verbs and their

replacement with "certes you will fail." The cancelled stanza was intended to

rev~al that melancholy fits, like visions of immortality, cannot be brought

about by the self alone, but can only be generated by one's experience with

the actual world.

Stanza One reiterates the main message of the cancelled stanza, using

more subdued, less ghastly images. Seeking Melancholy actively is not only

futile and ineffective, as was revealed in the cancelled stanza, but is also

undesirable, we learn in Stanza One, because it dulls the mind and "drown[s]

the wakeful anguish of the soul" (10). However, Green notes that the ode

"opens with a triple negation--'No, no, go not to Lethe'--as if only through

the aid of intensifiers could [the speaker] withstand the impulse to enter

oblivion" (29). The speaker is now determined to face negative experiences

directly, although he is also, apparently, tempted by oblivion, which provides

an easier, less painful way of dealing with the world.

The images of death and self-annihilation, which Vendler believes

reflect "the temptatioJtl to suicide" (158), are attractive, yet dangerous, their

positive and negative connotations intertwined. The deadly-"Wolf's-bane" is

juxtaposed with wine, which has spirituaJl and visionary associations. The

addressee's pale forehead is fatally yet sensuously "kissed / By nightshade," a

"ruby grape" (3-4), the kiss evoking human passion, but a kiss "by nightshade"
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suggesting physical annihilation. The rosary, which represents illumination and

spiritual life, but also evokes a rose garden belonging to the natural world,

contrasts with the poisonous "yew-berries," whose dark trees are slow-growing

and are often found in cemeteries. The speaker advises the addressee not to

let "the death-moth be / Your mournful Psyche" (6-7). Jones explains that

"The Greek word Fsyehe meansJJJJilf'soul' and 'moth' or 'butterflylll (205).

The butterfly often symbolizes transformation and new life, but it is here

presented in a negative way as a "death-moth," contrasting with the life and

consciousness of the soul. Likewise, the owl is covered with the "downy" new

feathers of a young bird, but "downy" also denotes a mental state:-"aware,

knowing" (Concise 290). Natural images of fruits, plants, insects and the owl

are intertwined with Psyche and Proserpine, figures from the mythological

world. Proserpine spends part of her life in Hades, and part of it on earth.

Thus, the images evoke both immanence and transcendence, mirroring the
..... , .,~~_...,,,~>=,,.,,..---

speaker's simultaneous temptation and repulsion by the oblivion of death.

Faced with this stream of contradictions, the reader is unsure whether the

paradoxes reflect the speaker's confusion with respect to human life, or his.

acceptance of the dicll.otomy of beauty and truth portrayed in the other odes.

Through these contradictory images, the speaker reveals the

paradoxical nature of an oblivious state of mind, which often enhances the

senses and increases awareness, but is: here potentially dangerous, generating

self-annihilation. The contrasting images give way to a similarly ambivalent

portrayal of psychological states; the "sorrow's mysteries" (8) and the "wakeful

anguish" of the soul (10) confirm the speaker's bilateral perception of human

life. Sorrow, usually a.ssociated with hardship experienced in the world of

actuality, is linked with the transcendent 'mystery' of the realm hereafter in
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which human happiness will be repeated in a "finer tone." Wakefulness

suggests openness and receptivity, but is associated with anguish in this

stanza.

Perkins suggests that

many of the symbols usually associated with the flight into
vision--the wine, the rosary of the religious aspirer, death and
Psyche--are mere indiscriminately lumped together and
marshaled under the heading of Lethe as symbols of
forgetfulness, perhaps suggesting that the aspiration to a
visionarY haven has converted itself into a desire for
unawareness,. (285-86)

Like the cancelled staIilza, Stanza One of the "Ode on Melancholy" shows that

actively seeking a momentary vision can lead to disillusion and self

obliteration. The addIiessee of the speaker's admonishments cannot see the

world before him in an immanent way, because he is not being 'humble' before

phenomena: he is trying too hard to generflte a visionary moment.

The self-willed melancholic state is replaced by a true, uncontrollable

one in Stanza Two. The fit falls "Sudden from heaven like a weeping cloud"

(12). Here, the mythological, other-worldly realm is left behind as the speaker

addresses the world of process and actuality. The initial paradox between

oblivion and awareness is now restated in organic, natural terms as the

contradiction between life and death, blooming and fading. As in the first

stanza, the images are ambiguous and contradictory, evoking both the actual

and the spiritual. The doud comes from "heaven," but it is also a natural

cloud "That fosters the droop-headed flowers all" (13). It brings life and

advances process, but it has a negative dimension as well: it is "weeping,"

hiding "the green hill in an April shroud" (14). The flowers are animated and

alive, but "droop-headed," the "green hill" is hidden, and April is a "shroud."

The melancholy fit, then, is not unequivocally positive or negative, but
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ambiguous. When one experiences melancholy, the speaker advises, one should

"glut [one's] sorrow" (15) on beautiful, transient objects in the natural world.

The rose, the rainbow and the peonies are manifestations of beauty, but of

"Beauty that must die'j (21): the morning rose is now fresh, but later it will

fade; the rainbow, a positive result of the "weeping cloud" of melancholy, .

exists only momentarily, but it implies the presence of the l~fe-givingSlllI:J.; the

"globed peonies ll are short-lived, but their wealth is much enjoyed, "globed"

suggesting, perhaps, "the hand cupping the flowers in a full relish of their

identity" (Perkins 289)1.

The natural images on which one gluts one's sorrow are beautiful,

and yet doomed. Their dual identity is evoked by their conflicting

connotations; the "salt sand-wave," for instance,contrasts the hardness of salt

with the softness of sand; salt, a preservative, leans toward the eternal realm,

while sand, which is formed by the erosion of rocks, suggests flux and

evanescence. The tension between beauty and death, transience and eternity,
,

is further reflected in the ebb and flow of the wave, which is in perpetual

motion, but never comes to an end. Likewise, a rainbow has colour and shape,

but is really nothing I11fore than an illusory reflection of the sun's rays; i1t

belongs to the sun and to the rain, and reaches from the land to the sky.

These carefully-chosen images unite the beauty and truth of transience.

The reader's' role, like that of the addressee, is to perform a dialectic

between the two divergent modes of experience. Transience must be

acknowledged and accepted in beauty; joy and heightened awareness must be

discovered in melancholy. It is th~ role of each perceiver to reconcile the

contrary elements of mer world. Gadamer explains that

. Being reflec,~ed involves a constant substitution of one thing
for another., When something is reflected in something else,
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say, the cast~e in the lake, it means that the lake throws
back the image of the castle. The mirror image is essentially
connected, through the medium of the observer, with the
proper vision of the thing. It has no being of its own, it is
like an 'appearance' that is not itself and yet causes the
proper vision to appear as a mirror image. It is like a
duplication that is still only the one thing. The actual
mystery of a reflection is the intangibility of the picture, the
unreal quality of sheer reproduction. (Truth 423)

This type of hermeneutical dialectic is: also related to the interpretation of

texts. To grasp the total meaning of a text, we "make conjectures and take

them back again .... [This] makes it possible for the thing itself--the meaning

of the text--to assert itself" (TruthA22). Just as the addressee must reconcile

beauty and truth, evanescence and essence, so the reader,. or the interpreter,

achieves a 'proper vision' of the text by duplicating, or mirroring, its me:aning

without displacing its essence.

The view that one must savour the beautiful that lies within

transience or melancholy is reiterated when the speaker advises his addressee

that

if thy mistress some rich anger shows,
Empriso:El her soft hand, and let her rave,
And feed deep, deep upon her peerless eyes. (18-20)

Anger becomes beaut:¥ because of the: addressee's ability to see mirror images

and to perform the dialectical act. Bloom notes that the mistress's anger is

rich "because it offers a possibility of feeding deeply upon an animated beauty

that is doomed to lose all motion, all force" (100). The mistress's anger is

parallel to the evanescence of the natural images described in the preceding

lines because it is beautiful and transient. The mistress's lover, like the

reader, must balance his immanent, sensed perceptions of the present with his

more philosophical projections about the future and the necessary fading of

beauty. Stillinger suggests that while the first stanza is a declaration against
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oblivion, Stanza Two "tells us what to do instead" (Complete Poems 471).

Vendler, however, feels that just as the speaker in the first stanza is

attracted by what he overtly denies, in the second stanza he is "covertly

repelled by what he advises" (172). She claims that the second stanza is

"enfeebled in thought and language" (173) and shows that "so long as aesthetic

relish is violently disconnected from human feeling it is predatory and unreal"

(189). It is true that the addressee does not perceive his mistress as she

really is; he ignores her actual anger and the cause of it, and instead projects

imaginatively onto he!' beauty. The entire second stanza is based on excess

and over-indulgence; its satiety is indicated by the strong verb 'Jglut," the

repetition of "or" (15-18), and the alliterative "e" sound in "feed deep, deep

upon her peerless eyes." As in the first stanza, the addressee is trying too

hard to feel intense, varied emotions. Therefore, in his eagerness, he has

difficulty in seeing things as they really are.

Nevertheless, Stillinger's view that Stanza Two provides a viable

alternative to the self-annihilation sought in the opening stanza also seems

possible. Thus, the ode stresses the importance of turning away from the

mythical towards the experiential wodd,8 but in the second stanza, the

addressee is not yet passive or open enough to give himself entirely to the

world of process. His attempt to reconcile the contradictions he perceives is

too premeditated, lacking the 'humility' before phenomena advocated by

Georges Poulet and the empathetic fusion between self and world which

underlies phenomenology. Perkins notes that because "beautiful objects quickly

fade, to turn to them is also to nourish the melancholy fit, and the last stanza

8A similar view is expressed in the "Ode to Psyche," in which traditional
forms of worship are l1eplaced by personal inspiration.
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generalizes this theme l1 (290). Indeed, the unnamed angry mistress who in

Stanza Two was introduced as part of the transient human world is now

identified as the godd~ssMelancholy. Melancholy co-exists with Beauty, Joy

and Delight; the speaker returns to a mythical realm to reiterate the theme he

expressed through natural images in the second stanza. Despite their

mythological identities, the figures do not represent absolutes: Beauty is

"Beauty that must die" (21), Joy is ever "Bidding adieu" (22), and Pleasure is

"aching" (23). Thus they mirror the ambiguous 'beautiful-transient' images in

the second stanza. These figures are not eternally frozen like the ones in the

"Ode to Psyche" or the "Ode on a Grecian Urn"; they have not been left

untainted by the mortal world. Pleasure turns "to poison when the bee:-mouth

sips" (24), and so she experiences flux and transformation. The bee-mouth

sipping signifies poison and aching to human beings, but brings pleasure to the

bees. By introducing a natural image; and an image that is itself ambiguous,

the speaker underlines again the indefinable, vague aspect of human emotions,

which are transient arid relative. Bloom notes that the magnificence of the

final stanza lies in "its exactness of diction as it defines the harmony of

continued apprehension of its unresolved contraries" (101).

The figure of Joy is pictorial, unlike those of Melancholy, Beauty and

Delight. Vendler explains that Joy incorporates all the adieux "(the word is

used in all the odes except To Autumn) into one gesture, iconographically

succinct, painful and equable at once l1 (162). Joy's arrested motion suggests

her projected continued future movement, as well as her unchanging identity.

IIIJOy' both acknowledges and resists our human desire for definition and

completion" (Sperry 285).
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Melancholy is finally perceived as she is in herself, but only by that

perceiver "whose strenuous tongue I Can burst Joy's grape against his palate

fine" (27-28). Only those who appreciate melancholy and joy to the fullest,

who perceive beauty in truth and truth in beauty, can experience "the full

reaction of the whole being" (Perkins 290). Unlike the addressee in Stanza

Two, who eagerly attempts to reconcile the contradictions he perceives, the

speaker now allows himself to become the object of the melancholy fit instead

of its creator. Melancholy becomes the subject in his mind, and "plays" him,

but at the same time he is an active participant who "burst[s] Joy's grape."

Thus, a balance is achieved between receptivity and one's personal formulation

of experience, and between the deathward oblivion of Stanza One and the

glutting of the senses in Stanza Two. Moreover, if the undefined addn~ssee of

the ode is really the speaker's own self, then the third stanza, in which advice

and admonishment come to an end, marks also the restoration of the speaker's

whole self and the resolution of the insecurities that troubled him in the first

two stanzas.

After being "played" by Melancholy, the speaker's world is altered by

his acceptance of the 'negative experience' that Melancholy has brought about.

The result of the unity and fulfillment he achieves is that

His soul shan taste the sadness of her might,
And be among her cloudy trophies hung. (29-30)

A loss of innocence, and, perhaps, of visionary perception, necessarily

accompanies one's full grasping of the limits of human emotion. Vendller

believes that "the hero's heart seems to burst with the mingled sadness and

joy of the grape that is burst and destroyed in savoring" (167). In leaming to

accept experience in its fullness, the 'speaker must also accept process and

transience. He gains unity and a broader perspective, but loses his naive,
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untainted vision of beauty; In letting J\t1elancholy become subject in him, he

inevitably becomes one of het "trophies"; he cannot reject the knowledge he

has gained through his entry into her shrine, but rather, must accept it. The

ode's conclusion conta.ins a degree of pessimism; as Jones notes, "the unburst

grape is tasteless and the burst grape Is over" (263). Nevertheless, beauty is

more poignant once it1s ephemeral nature has been recognized. The speaker

makes the "miraculous discovery" that "Truth can be pursued in Sensation

rather than in thought alone" (Vendler 183-84).

This discovety in Stanza Three links the first two stanzas: the first

one portrays self-willed, mental oblivion by evoking an imaginaryreahn of

'fantasy' space, while the second one enters actual space, and describes the

overcoming of the self through an extreme overindulgence in the physlical

senses. Thus, it could be said that Stanza One corresponds to the state of the

speaker in the "Ode to a Nightingale," whose approach to phenomena is too

causal and rational, while Stanza Two recalls the physical"breathing human

passion" which reminds the speaker in the "0de on a Grecian Urn" of the

world of actuality. The mental and the physical spheres, like the projected

future moment of decay and the present moment of perception, are reconciled

through the synthesizing act performed by the reader in the third stanza.

The reconciliation of opposites, which does not mar the individuality

of the divergent elements, causes the language to be "stiffly dual" (Vendler

164) throughout the ode, whose perspectives are constantly shifting. The

convergence of natural images, mythological beings and human emotions in the

"savran shrine" of Me]ancholy appears stilted and unlikely. But Keats has no

other way of expressing synthesis, since the ode is not centered on a concrete

object. There is only ]vIelancholy, who, in much the same way as Psyche in
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the "Ode to Psyche," is both subject and object. She is the epitome of

contradiction: she is tbe physical object of desire, she embodies a more

spiritual truth, and she also represents a state of heightened human emotion.

Some critics believe that the poem's lack of concreteness causes it to

be inferior to the other odes. Bate claims that the conclusion is not

"dramatic" since there is neither "some form of debate [nor] a developing

discovery by the poet of what he really believes" (521). But the lack of

argumentation is not as disturbing when one examines the final stanza in

relation to the ode as a whole instead of as an individual unit. The final

stanza can be seen as a reconciliation of the divergent views portrayed in the

first two. As Vendler puts it,

The shape of the first two-thirds of Melancho~may be
compared to the erratic swings of a needle ....he needle
comes to rest in the third stanza, at its central balance, free
of the pressures to left and right. (188)

In choosing such an abstract idea--the fulfillment of an emotional

state--on which to center his poem, Keats has difficulty in expressing its

resolution properly; the conclusion seems contrived and its execution is not

entirely successful, despite the striking image of the burst grape, which

balances and expresses the ode's paradoxes in an effective way. Keats's views

on process, beauty and transience are expressed more subtly and less self-

consciously in "To Autumn," which exits from the tone of "moral injunction"

and "homiletic rhetoric" (Vendler 190) of the "Ode on Melancholy." Perkins

calls "Melancholy" "an anticipation, an earlier exploration of what the flawless

ode of four months later so triumphantly embodies" (284). Despite its flaws,

the nOde on Melancholy" reflects Keats's arrival at an acceptance of process

and a deep appreciation of transient beauty; the ode expresses this new

openness in a direct, transparent, "therapeutic" (Vendler 187) way.
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(v) "To Autumn"

The ode "To Autumn" is an actualization of the maxim that "Beauty is

truth, truth beauty"; its message is similar to that of the "Ode on Melancholy,"

whose speaker has come to an acceptance of process and has learned to

reconcile feeling and thought. "To Autumn" dramatizes this reconciliation, this

embracing of a hermeneutic, holistic attitude towards life in which opposites

1ire_.12!:.Q-qght~()gether, a reconciliation already achieved and articulated in the

"Ode on Melancholy," so that the speaker in "To Autumn" is able to address

his world without being uncertain or moralistic. The ode's theme and its form

make it similar to the "Ode on Melancholy," but its tone of serenity and

acceptance is markedly different than the frenzied, fitful mood of the earlier

poem.

"To Autumn" is not so much about the resolution of a problem

generated by a new experience, as the: other odes are; rather, it is an

expression written after the problem has been sol,,~d. In this poem, Keats
~--,.....•.~._..•. _,-~ ..~._-~" ... __._.

does not attempt to define the aesthetic consciousness, or the relation between

immanence and transcendence, but provides a "concluding emblem" to the

"wisdom of the odes" (Dickstein 263). KJroeber writes that

Keats's beautiful To Autumn defies much of our criticism
because it has no meaning in the sense in which most modern
critics seek meaning. There are no answers in the poem--of
the six full stops in it, three are interrogatives. The poem
conveys only how autumn happens. It is not about a
Kierkegaardian leap. Instead it is so presented that to
respond fully to it we must make a Kierkegaardian leap, we
must participate in the process of autumnality. (304)

The ode, then, is a "voiceless truth" (Jones 85) in which the speaker and the

reader are subsumed by the actual subject of the poem, the process of autumn.

"To Autumn" has a certain intensity, and so is "capable of making all

disagreeables evaporate": reader and speaker join in their perception of
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autumn; actual process and philosophic truth are expressed simultaneously;

present spatial beauty and projected future decay are reconciled.

A phenomenological interpretation of this ode has been put forth by

Thomas Pison, whose article suggests that the ode records "a movement from

art to life and from space to time" (40). 1v1ore specifically, Pison's valuable

study examines the relation, in the ode, between Gaston Bachelard's concept of

space and Heidegger's notion of time. Keats's all-encompassing portrayal of

life, his depiction of space and time at their fullest, just before the arrival of

change, and his inference in the ode "that possibility stays alive" (Jones 266)

encourage the reader to see "To Autumn" not only as a culmination ofthe

ideas presented in the other odes, but 'also as an articulation of Keats's very

life-world, which contains many notions that could be called phenomenological;

as Jones puts it, in this ode Keats is "living his own insight" (266). I
. Unlike the other odes, liTo Autumn" presents a speaker who is self

effacing, barely present and almost silent. He is an open receiver of

phenomena: the only form he imposes on the world before him is the structure

of the ode itself, which is a virtually transparent reproduction of his reaction

to the scene. The ode's realistic, detailed description is almost identical to

the scene itself, although not perfectly so, because of the mediation of

language, which establishes a necessary division between self and world.

Gadamer would approve of the speaker's concretization of the scene, since

there is very little distance between the medium and what is being mediated.

Because his rationality has been bracketed, the speaker is able to join the

reader as a viewer of the scene before him. The speaker and the reader

achieve a perfect balance: they bring autumn into being through their acts of

perception, but they also let themselves be played by autumn's immanence.



Even though the speaker and his thoughts remain in the background as

autumn is foregroundl~d, his presence in the poem is essential. It is he who

perceives the scene atld who transmits phenomena, along with his mood of

openness, to the reader; it is also he who asks the questions at the beginning

of the second and third stanzas. Jones feels that one of the main reasons for

the poem's greatness is that Keats makes it possible for the reader "to

apprehend him inside the poem, the human rose on the briar" (268)..AJ.though

there is no way of establishing to what degree the odes' speakers are

embodiments of Keats himself, in. this case, one could argue that Keats's letter

to J.H. Reynolds on September 21, 1819, in which he writes that -

I never lik'd stubble fields so much as now--Aye better than
the chilly green of the Spring. Somehow a stubble-plain looks
warm--in the same way that some pictures look warm--This
struck me so much in my Sunday's walk that I composed upon
it. (Letters 2: 167)

identifies him as the speaker in "To Autumn." The inclusion of a human

presence Within this poem is particularly significant, because it forges a link

between human and natural process, and it clarifies the fact that Keats's

"generous gesture of consolation" (Pison 45) is addressed specifically to the

reader and to all human beings who strive to accept temporality.

That the speaker is so much more subdued and reconciled to his world

than those in the other odes makes it easy for the reader to participate with

empathy in his experience and to learn from his attitude of openness. Vendler

explains that "The poet is so unconscious of his reader that we have only the

choice of becoming him in his apostrophe and losing our identity" (246).

Hartman adds that "Our difficulty as interpreters is related to the way

consciousness almost disappears into the poem" (124). It is much more

difficult for the reader to feel distanced from the speaker in this poem:: the
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reserved speaker does not disrupt the unity between the natural, creatllve

process and the parallel structure of language, which in this ode is less

figurative and more literal than in the others. In reading the "Ode to a

Nightingale," the reader notices the gap between the poem's language and the

speaker's level of self-awareness; she also notes that there is a discrepancy

between the bird itself and the speaker's created symbol of it. In "To

Autumn," however, few such gaps exist, since the speaker translates his

immanent perceptions directly into language.

However, the reader's ability to join fully with the subdued speaker as

audience does not neciessarily imply, as Vendler's statement may suggest, that

individual readings are impossible. As in all poems, the reader must make

certain decisions; for instance, she must form her own hypothetical answers to

the speaker's questions, she must examine the ode's movement away from space

and towards time, and she must interpret the concluding images of the poem

as either hopeful and tegenerative or pessimistic and dismal. Not alluwing this

type of individual formulation denies both the unique personal disposition of

each reader and the text's status as act and as a changing, living event.

Thus, although there is more closeness between the reader and the speaker in

this ode due to the speaker's self-effacement, the reader nevertheless plays an

active role in her own concretization of the work.

Despite his vagueness, the speaker possesses a universal dimension, not

only because, being human, he helps to specify the ode's consolatory message,

but also because his experience reflects the paradoxical nature of aesthetic

grasping, even though art is not mentioned directly in the poem. In

empathizing so fully with Autumn, the speaker risks losing his identity, but he



also perceives the scene with a heightened awareness. This theme was

explored, at least subliminally, in all of the other odes. As James Lott notes,

There is a clearly discernable speaker in the poem, one whose
lack of awaI1eness that time is passing causes him almost to
succumb to the lethargy which is a consequence of that
imperceptiveness. (81)

Although the speaker is less aware of time at the beginning of the ode than at

the end, since he is, initially, profoundly mvolved in the spatial aspects of

autumn's workings, he notes that the bees "think warm days will never cease"

(10). The speaker himself knows better; however, he is able to bracket his

awareness of time to a certain extent in the first stanza, while he grasps

autumn in its immanence. The speaker represents all perceivers, either of

phenomena or of art, who strive to achieve a balance between self and other,

and to be open and receptive while still maintaining a sense of self.

The ode "To Autumn" is, of course, about endings and how to deal

with them; it offers strength and consolation by revealing, like the "Ode on

Melancholy," that beauty can be found in transience, and also reminds the

reader of cyclical re-birth and of new beginnings. Phenomenology places much

more emphasis on the actuality of the present and the possibilities of the

future than on past experiences. For instance, Heidegger's concept of Dasein

implies a constant movement towards the future; it is determined by "the

movement towards death, ie radical finiteness" (Gadamer, Truth 109). In "To

Autumn," the speaker expresses his recognition of human finiteness, and his

willingness to be open to future experiences. Pison writes that

The poet's voice is as consoling as it is resolute. It is this
voice which intrigues and delights the phenomenological critic,
for it expresses so tenderly the consolation that human being
needs to accompany the difficult resolution to depart. (41)
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(iv) 1I0de on Melancholyll

The tentative reconciliations of beauty and truth, or immanence and

transcendence, which conclude the 1I0de to a Nightingalell and the "Ode on a

Grecian Urnll are reiterated and expressed more overtly in the "Ode on

Melancholy.1I The speaker in the "Ode on Melancholyll has rejected the

unconscious, tranced mood portrayed. in the "Ode to a Nightingale," and yet he

has also chosen not to live entirely through the senses. The first two stanzas,

which act as IIthesisll and "antithesis," are followed by "a third stanza which

finds a synthesis both unexpected and. satisfyingll (Vendler 158). Mental and

physical states, potentiality and actuaIity, truth and beauty, are- joined in the

last stanza, which can be seen as an articulation and a resolution of some of

the paradoxes Keats has wrestled with in the earlier odes.

Bloom believes that the ode ends in resignation rather than in

triumph. He writes that "like the rest of Keats's odes, this poem is tragic; it

reaches beyond the diSillusionments of a state of experience into the farther

innocence of a poet's paradisell (101). However, although there is a note of

sadness in the speaker's recognition that all beauty is IIBeauty that must diell

(21), the realization that transience is not only necessary, but that it also

enhances one's appreciation of beauty, represents a significant movement

towards openness and acceptance. The "Ode on Melancholyll describes the

process of IISpirit-creation," which takes place through sensed experience, "by

medium of a world likJe this" (Letters 2: 101). The paradox of "pleasant pain"

introduced at the end of the "Ode to Psyche" is explored more fully and more

directly in this poem, in which for the first time in the odes, "the hero fares

abroad, and traverses the known and unknown perilous seas, and is defined as

an ambitious lover and hero rather than as poetll (Vendler 157).
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The ode's indeterminate portrayal of the "season of mists" (1) allows

the speaker and the reader to reflect on the temporal process of fruition and

decay. In Stanza One:1 the relationship of conspiracy between autumn and the

sun evokes the mysterious aspect of both natural growth and the creatIve

process. The audience does not know--and, indeed, does not need to know--a

great deal about the secret processes of creation and becoming. Autumn's role

is "to load and bless / With fruit the vines" (3-4), to bring essence into

existence. She does not create them, or bestow form upon them. In "To

Autumn," Keats 'blessles' his images in the same way, conspiring with
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phenomena and going inside his world, dIgging, planting and reaping, Joining

with what he perceives.

The images of fecundity and perfection in Stanza One are presented in

an immanent way; their immediacy is !Conveyed through the abundanct:~ of active

verbs, such as "load," "'bless," "bend," lIfill,"lIswell" and "plump," which describe

the events that define autumn's process. However, this process of maturation

depends on the speaker's and the reader's perception of it: the perceiver must

be able to achieve a holistic vision of the scene and to grasp the relations

between natural objects in order to glimpse the "conspiring" which is taking

place. As Pison explains,

The apple trees are without identity until they are bent with
apples, shells are hollow nothings until they are plumped, and
the fruit is but its core until it is fulfilled with ripeness.
Space is incomplete and merely profane until it is blessed with
a sacred destiny of fullness. (42)

The speaker and the reader, who perceive the workings of autumn, are in part

the authors of this "sacred destiny of fullness": it is up to them to see the

spatial relations, and to balance the images, which are frozen in their being,

with a human knowledge of their subsequent decay.



Like the speaker in the "Odie to a Nightingale," who projects his

"becom[ing] a sod," the perceiver of the Grecian Urn, who contrasts hils own

mortality with the immortality of the piper "For ever piping songs for ever

new," and the speaker in the "Ode on Melancholy," who anticipates "burst[ing]

Joy's grape," the reader of "To Autumn" fills in gaps, contributing his rational

foreknowledge of death and decay to the poem. Husserl explains that

every actuality involves its potentialities, which are not empty
possibilities, but rather possibilities intentionally predelineatled
In respect of content--namely, in the actual subjective process
itself--and, in addition, having the character of possibilities
actualizableby the Ego.... (44)

Thus, the reader projlects forward to the coming winter; the static-images of

autumn covertly lead her to form preintentions about the subsequent decay of

what is now at the point of fruition.

A similar actualization, or bringing into being, takes place more

overtly between Stanzas One and Two, when autumn, the "bosom-friend" of the

sun (2), becomes fully personified as the goddess. The static images of the

first stanza and the harvesting process described in the second are juxtaposed,

and merge together in the figure of Autumn, who, like Melancholy, is both

being and becoming, eternal and yet manifested in a temporal way. The figure

seems suspended in time, but the mention of the gleaner, the "cyder-press"

(21) and "the last oozings hours by hours" (22) reminds the reader of nature's

cyclical, temporal process and prepares her for the inevitable arrival of winter

hinted at in Stanza Three. The question "Who hast not seen thee oft amid thy

store?" (12) underlines the universality of Autumn as well as her cyclical

apparition; this universality invites each reader to participate in the poem just

as she experiences autumn each year. Whoever "seeks abroad," or looks clearly
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at her world and beyond her self, can envision the mystery of Autumn's

process.

The "careles:s" goddess is

on a half-reap'd furrow sound asleep,
Drows'd with the fume of poppies, while [her] hook
Spares the next swath and all its twined flowers.
(16-18)

Why is she so careless, given that she has a task to perform? Pison suggests

that her lack of concern "arises from her feeling of being already done:,

finished, completed, full" (44). She is caught up in the fullness of space, and

so gives herself to the phenomena before her; like the speaker in Stanza One,

Autumn appears to be suspending her awareness of the temporal element, but

the mention of the "next" swath reminds the reader that time is not altogether

absent.

Bate notes that in the ode, "the whole is perfected--carried through to

completion--solely by means of the given parts" (581). The figure of Autumn

achieves a balance be~ween the various parts, and between activity and

passivity, and thus she can be seen as an embodiment of the ideal reader. Her

"mood of suspension" (Wolfson 361) allows her to spare the swath, not

interfering with its flowers; she lets her hair be lifted by the "winnowing

wind" (15); she is seated in repose; and she is "Drows'd with the fume of

poppies." At the same time, however, she holds a hook, she is "like a gJleaner"

(19) and she sits by a "cyder-press." Autumn, then, is an ideal model for how

the speaker should react to the scene and for how the reader ought to

interpret the poem--one must achieve a balance between one's reception of

pure phenomena and one's more active concretization of it. The necessary

destruction implied by Autumn's hook and cyder-press are perhaps parallel to

the activity performed by each reader, who partially eliminates the infinite
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potential of the living text by foregrounding, or making actual, only some of

its schematic aspects. Likewise, the potential of the reader's imagination

becomes actual as she harvests her own thoughts; a creative reaper, she allows

the text to "bring to the fore an element of [her] being of which [she is] not

directly conscious" (Iser, Implied 294).

Autumn represents the process of nature, and so she has the capacity

to bring changing multiplicity and opposed elements into an all-encompassing,

hermeneutical whole. In Stanza Two~ she is both the observer and the creator

of the scene. Like Psyche in the "Ode to Psyche," she is both subject and

object: she is the victim as well as the agent of temporality and decay. "She

is, Geoffrey Hartman explains, "self-harvesting like the poet's own thoughts"

(143). Likewise, Autumn is a female figure, but as reaper she has a

traditionally male role. She is an eternal goddess, and yet she participates in

the earthly realm of death and mortality. While the figures in the "Ode on a

Grecian Urn" shifted from being immanent to transcendent, living to frozen, by

virtue only of the speaker's changing mode of perception, Autumn herself

belongs to both realms of experience--she is both being and becoming.

Because of the incorporation of these two elements within the single figure,

who is impressed in her fullness and her duality onto the speaker's mind, the

ode takes us, as Sperry explains, "as far as we have any right to require

toward a poetry of thoughe' (342). "To Autumn" does not portray the rational

kind of thought that excludes feeling and sensation, but rather, the more

transcendent, all-encompassing mode of thought underlying"the statement that

"Beauty is truth," in which opposites are grasped simultaneously, as necessary

parts of a whole.
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The stasis of Stanza One contrasts with the harvesting process

described in Stanza Two, as time gradually moves closer to the foreground of

the speaker's mind. "Within the second stanza, there are conflicting images of

stillness and motion, suggesting that temporality is on the way to being fully

activated. The goddess is patient, still, sitting, asleep, or holding her head,

and yet, she is the agent of change. "To Autumn" constantly juxtaposes being

and becoming, exposing and then reconciling the tension between art and life.

For Poulet,

the two contradictory forces which are always at work in any
literary writing, the will to stability and the protean impulse,
help us to perceive by their interplay how much forms· are .
dependent on what Coleridge called a shaping power which
determines them, replaces them and transcends them. (67)

The unending dialogue in the ode "To Autumn" between motion and stillness

allows each reader to experience and to participate in the creative process,

whereby pure phenomena are endowed with form.

At the beginning of Stanza Three, the speaker's receptivity and

openness a.re interrupted by the emergence of rational thoughts: "Whc~re are

the songs of spring? Ay, where are they?" (23). Because of her closeness to

the speaker, the reader, also, is obliged to ask herself this question. The

speaker's ineradicable knowledge of time and process, which earlier, he was

able to suppress, now surfaces briefly.

Stillinger feels that the question indicates the speaker's "momentary

yearning for the otherworlds of the nightingale and the urn" (477), and most

critics agree that the rejoinder, "Think not of them, thou hast thy music too"

(24) is enough to console the speaker, who then returns to his appreciation of

autumn in all its immanence. Arnold Davenport, however, argues that the

question "is not a momentary intrusion but the point of the whole poem" (97),
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whose main meaning is "that a new good is purchased only at the price of the

loss of a former goodil (102). His interpretation in a sense denies the

acceptance of process implicit in "To Autumn": because of the human mind's

ability to project continually into the future, the speaker knows that spring

will return, and that autumn, also, will return. Thus, the answering line does

seem to bring the speaker adequate consolation for his loss. At the same

time, though, Stillinger's assertion that the ode's conclusion. is "unambiguously

affirmative" (Hoodwinking 110) seems to deny the sadness the speaker

experiences because of his loss. Moreover, when one perceives the human

dimension of the ode's natural message, one realizes that the poem concerns

death; thus, Stillinger's assessment, like Davenport's, overlooks the dialectical

movement and the balancing of opposites which are necessary for a fuller .

interpretation of "To Autumn."

Despite his return to an acceptance of process, however, the speaker

now describes paradoxical images which yoke beauty and death together. He

does not glorify beauty or lament death, but rather continues to perceive

phenomena immanently and openly, while simultaneously projecting, in a

transcendent way, onto their impending death. The mood of ambiguity-

established by the int~rrogativemode at the beginning of the stanza and the

uncertainty of the gnats "borne aloft / Or sinking as the light wind lives 2I.

dies" (28-29, my emphasis)--suggests that the speaker has achieved a dialectical

balance between present life and the inevitable death which the future brings.

He 'blesses' the actual, celebrating its being in spite of, and because of,. his

foreknowledge of its necessary completion. Lott explains that in the first two

stanzas Keats indicates

the strength .and the weakness of total empathy: while he
demonstrates the weakness to be the movement towards the
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loss of reflective consciousness, he suggests that,
paradoxically, only the sensibility which can come close to a
fusion with that which it perceives can separate itself from
the external in the creative way evidenced in the last stanza.
(80-81)

The speaker and the reader are confronted with temporality in Stanza Three.

Prior to this, "We have all been lost in a dream of space that misplaces the

reality of time, and for this beautiful error we are to be consoled" (Pison 45).

Pison's view that the sounds described at the end of the poem declare

"death, departure, and dissolution" (45) is perhaps too extreme: in the "singing"

of the crickets, the "treble soft" (31) of the red-breast, a spring bird, and the

twittering of the swallows, the reader detects a note of hope, and privately

evokes winter's subsequent replacement by spring. Of course, the strong death

imagery is not to be ignored; nor is Davenport's belief that "sallows" has the

connotation "of sorrow, loss and bereavemenf' (99) or Pison's opinion that

"'croft' reverberates its archaic sense of 'crypt'" (45). However, the reader,

who brings the cyclical process of nature into being through her act of

reading the poem, mu~t see the beauty in transience and accept the

evanescence of phenomena; she must balance death with new life, immanence

with transcendence.

The reader joins with the "gathering swallows" (33), whose twitterIng

suggests a promised return. Keats originally wrote "gather'd swallows.1I9 The

change is appropriate and reflects the poem's message: "gather'd" would have

indicated a completed process, while the present participle allows the poem to

9"(Gather'd made out of Gathering in D)," Stillinger, Poems of John Keats
(477).



remain in a state of becoming, even in its last line. The swallows also remain

'scattered' in formlessness, rather than being gathered in an organized fashion.

Jones suggests that the swallows, which

gather for departure, are another signal of winter in the
death stanza. And yet "gathering" is the last of the poem's
harvesting and perfected words, and the most gratefUl of them
all for no other reason than that it brings the ripe and the
dying truths of Autumn (and Autumn) together. (269)

The spatial expansion of "To Autumn" suggests a process of growth

which is parallel to the creative process. The poem's scope moves from the

cottage and its immediate surroundings, to the furrow and the brook, and

finally, the reader is faced with an immense sky and its setting sun: This

movement of expansion is similar to the speaker's movement in the "Ode on a

Grecian Urn" away from the individual frieze to a complete vision of the urn

and its message. It also recalls the flight of the nightingale "Past the near

meadows, over the still stream, / Up the hill-side" (76-77), which suggests its

liberation. When Verldler claims that at the end of the ode "To Autumn," "the

desolation of the visible scene, once the female sculptural figure vanishes, is

the desolation of the little town robbed by the urn of its inhabitants" (259),

she overlooks the fact that while the emptiness of the silent town points to

its lack of meaning, the absence of visual imagery at the end of "To Autumn"

suggests, rather, ultimate fullness; the speaker now perceives phenomena in all

its purity.

The speaker has stopped painting the visual scene before him, and

instead immerses himself in all auditory sensations. The music of autumrt

recalls the ecstatic singing of the nightingale, but the speaker in "To Autumn"

feels no need to make this music into a "high requiem" or an immortal song.

Rather, the sounds play the same role as the spiritual, toneless music of the
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urn, bringing forth the merging of self and other. Merleau-Ponty explains that

music

is too far beyond the world and the designatable to depict
anything but certain outlines of Being--its ebb and flow, its
growth, its upheavals, its turbulence. (161)

The speaker and the reader, then, have ceased to interpret phenomena at the

end of the ode, choosing instead to accept the outside world in its immanence,

grasping fully the ebb and flow of its being, recognizing but accepting

temporality and process.l0 Spring and 'winter are supremely balanced in

autumn; the fruits of the creative process and the completion of nature's

cycle, also, merge in an everlasting whole in the ode.

"To Autumn," which itself completes the poetic and emotional process

Keats underwent in writing the odes, embodies confidence, acceptance and full

awareness. It is truly an ode to Autumn, unlike the HOde on Melancholy,"

which is somewhat flawed because of its unsure language and its lack of

concreteness. "To Autumn" enters its subject rather than merely turning about

it--its mood is sustained throughout, its unifying symbol is fully developed, and

its message is profound; thus, it must be seen as much more than a "flawless

and seemingly effortless footnote to the odes" (Dickstein 262). In "To

Autumn,"

John Keats has his home, for even at the moment of temporal
transition, when he bids farewell to the space of the
imagination in order to insert himself once again into the time
of life, his great art insures that a cherished universe will
endure, beyond the contingencies and caprices of time.
(Pison 47)

10The movement in Stanza Three from a rational awareness of time.to an
acceptance of immanent phenomena is the antithesis of the process described
in the "Ode to a Nightingale," whose speaker first joins empathetically With
the bird, and then becomes increasingly aware of his own mortality. VI~ndler

makes the interesting observation that "To Autumnl' reverses the listening
seeing-not seeing pattern of the "Ode to a Nightingale" (105).



CONCLUSION

Keats once wrote to Fanny Brawne, "You are alw~ys new""(Letters

2: 275). His po.etry tefleGts the profound recognition that one's identity

constantly.changes and is formed "by mecjlium of a wof1d like this," a

fluctuating wo~ldof"pleasant.pain." The speakers in the odes are

progressively open,: ultimately :welcomin,g and accepting all newness, all change, "

all paradox. To. varying degrees, they recognize their capacity to create their

world, to invent private meaning, not by imposing form but by accepting

phenomena in their immanence, entering the world and feeling it, as the poet

does, and not turning about it in a way that accentuates the necessary division

between self and other.

Keats describes his open, phenomenological conception of human

experience in his letter on Maiden-Thought, which compares life to a "large

Mansion of Many Apartments, as yet shut upon me." The infant chamber

represents the comfortable, childlike state "in which we remain as long as we

do not think." Thought eventually leads us to the chamber of Maiden-Thought,

in which

we become intoxicated with the light and the atmosphere, we
see nothing but pleasant wonders, and think of delaying there
forever in delight: However among the effects this breathing
is father of is, that tremendous one of sharpening one's vision
into the heart and nature of Man--of convincing ones nerves
that the Wodd is full of Misery and Heartbreak, Pain,
Sickness and oppression--whereby This Chamber of Maiden
Thought.becomes-gradually darken'd and at the same time on
all sides of it many doors are sefopen...:-but all dark--all
leading t6 the dark passages..:-We see not the ballance of good
arid evil. We are in a: Mist-~We·are now in that state--We "
feel the 'burden of the Mystery,U ... if we live, and go on

105
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thinking, we too shall explore [those dark Passages].
(Letters 1: 2:80-1)

Keats accepts that some apartments are beyond his grasp, and he is not

dismayed by the dark11ess of the chambers. Content at present to be "in a

Mist" of indetermina~y,he welcomes both the joy and the melancholy which

accompany the widening of consciousness. The quest for a broader

perspective, an expanded self-awareness, is dramatized in the odes, whose

speakers, unable to perceive the Mystery through mortal eyes, but wanting to

do more than "glut [their] sorrowlf on transient beauty, lose themselves to that

mist, balancing the sellsed experience and the philosophical "reflection which

belong to the first and second chambers.

The odes, and especially "To Autumn," which is the culmination of

Keats's process of inner development, reveal Keats's ability to enter

phenomena, establishing a dialogue between himself and his world. Keats was

not one of those for whom

the vision of the pure phenomenon is not enough, they insist
on going further, like children who peep in a mirror and then
turn it round to see what is on the other side. (Goethe qtd.
in Muir 74)

Keats chose instead to see himself, and, more universally, the human condition,

reflected in the mirror of pure phenomena.

Parallel to Keats's odes, which are, like pure phenomena, mirrors in

which the reader perceives herself and her relation to the world, are the

hermeneutic approaches of Gadamer and Iser, who believe that through

aesthetic experience, "One knows and recognizes something:and oneself" (Truth

102), and "we may formulate ourselves and so discover what had previously

seemed to elude our consciousness" (Implied 294). That these views correspond

so closely to Keats's dialectical conception of life to a certain extent denies
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Eichner's claim that "we must have serious reservations about [the] thesis that

the Romantic age, marking a turning point in Western thought, ushered in a

way of looking at the world that still dominates our own times" (24-25). The

phenomenological intierpretations of the odes which I have presented encourage

readers to perceive their world with openness, to share in Keats's desire to

expand his consciousness, to liberate the truth by accepting it in its

immanence. Keats's odes reveal and express numerous paradoxes of human

existence; a reading of the odes, also, must not seek to resolve these

contradictions, but to enter them in an attempt to grasp the Mystery more fully.
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